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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Only Newspaper Published inCounty

$3.00 a year

VOLUMN I.

Contains all Catron County Official Proceedings

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO,

WHAT THE CENSUS TELLS

A

CURIOUS BUSINESSS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

EXTEND TRANSPORTATION

OP STATE OP NEW MEXICO

LEE BALDAVIN

LIMIT ON RETURN TRIP

A correpondent

of the Boston Her
aid tells of a woman beekeeper In
Auburn Maine, who for more than a
quarter of a century has derived a
good Income, not from marketing the
honey, but from selling the stings.
Manufacturing druggists buy them,
for each sting contains an infinitesimal quantity of formic acid, which
druggists extract and sell.
When the woman begins the day's
work she lights a peculiar lamp,
which throws oft a dense smoke.
That stupifles the bees, and she collects in a box as many as she thinks
she will need for the day. She
works in her dining room with all

Official Newsper State and

1921.

1,

IS MADE

STATE INSPECTOR OP

County

NUMBER 25.

Commissioners'

SCHOOLS WILL

OP STOCK ATTENDANTS
FINANCE BOARD
According to the census of 1920
37.1 per cent, or almost
Probability of immediate action of
A circular recently issued by west
of the people of the state of New
the new two and a half billion agri
em
lines
effective
trunk
extends,
Mexico are either infants or childcultural credits law under the war fi Special Session Of The Board Of
August 15, the return transportaren under IB years of age; 9.6 per
County Commissioners, Catron
tion limit for attendants of livestock nance board is indicated by the apcent are young people 15 to 19 years
County, Sept. 10th, 1021
to ten days. The provis- pointment of Lee Baldwin, cashier
shipments
36.0
over
old;
per cent,
of the Socorro State Bank, as agent
ion reads.
3500,000 Iii Escrow W1U Bo Turned
are men and women in the prime of
"In case of shipments from Colo- and inspector for New Mexico.
Over Under Terms of the Carter
life, being from 20 to 44 years otd;
The County Commissioners met in
Mr. Baldwin has accepted the aprado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana, New
Oil Leasing Bill
while 17.1 per cent, being 45 years
special) session, there being present
on
of
recommendatioH
pointment
Mexico, Arizona, Canada, Manitoba,
of age or over, are well along In
S.
com
Mr.
J.
W.
O.
J.
Kidder,
Jones,
Bursum, and has
or west thereof, cattle hogs sheep or Senator Holm
Santa Fe, N. M., The state laud
middle life if they have not reached
and A. T. Chavez, county
for destination points east of arranged his business so as to un- missioners;
goats,
office will shortly turn over to the
old age.
clerk.
dertake
He
new
at
his
once.
duties
the Missouri river free return transOver
of the population,
The action taken by the County state treasurer's office nearly $500,-00- 0
has been a banker and stock grower
portation, when authorized by tar- in
derived from oil leases and held
51.4 per cent, are old enough to vote
Commissioners
at the last meeting,
the
state
a
for
number
of
years,
IffR.
tn tba anfri
will hn
escrow
in
heretofore because of the
being 21 or over; and in this class
on
held
which
a
and is qualified for his job by his
August 13th, 1921, in
the men outnumbered the women in at the window before which she sits. attendant or attendants when the knowledge of banking conditions and they appointed one road supervisor pendency of suits attacking the
the ratio of 124 to 100. The males Firmly fixed in front of her is a high- - livestock contract is presented to the of the range conditions of the state. for each precinct of Catron County, leases, Assistant Land Commissioner
carrlers'agent at destination or feed
of military or fighting age, 18 to 44
O
said resolution being in conflict with Fritz Muller stated.
powered magnifying glass.
point on or east of the Missouri riv
This decision followed Attorney
40.2
of
cent
male
the
constitute
per
THE COPPER SITUATION
Section 3, Chapter 135 of the Laws
She opens the box, gives it a shake er
within ten days after the arrival
General
Harry S. Bowman's opinion
population and 21.2 per cent of the and the boes come out. The light of
It
of
was
1921,
resolved that said
of the stock at said destination or
total population.
Belief In the possibility that the action be repealed, the same to be that the sum could be turned over
the window in front of her attracts feed
The return passage of
point.
According to the census of 1920 them, and they swarm upon it. She
mines in Arizona and New Mexico reconsidered at the regular October and made available for immediate
such attendant or attendants must
use by the common schools and state
years of age In the state and of this reaches out with her left hand
would open about the first of the meeting.
24
hours after the is
institutions, the beneficiaries from
there are 60,430 children 7 to 13 plucks a bee from the window and begin within
was expressed recently by Dr.
The
year
resolution
was
following
adop
number 52,829 or 87.4 per cent were holding it under the glass, takes a suance of return transportation L. D. Ricketts, of Warren, consult- ted: Be it resolved that the Board the lands on which the teases were
within such ten day period."
In small
He gave this opinion at
reported as attending school.
ing engineer for the Inspiration Con- of County Commissioners of Catron granted.
pair of tweesers in her right
O
1910 the percentage attending school hand and draws the sting. She drops
solidated Copper Company, the Can- - County hereby authorize Mr. S. J. the request of the land office.
Bowman 8a id the money was for
was 77.1 thus Indicating a decided the sting into a cup of sugar of milk LASTING QUALITIES OP WOOD
anea Consolidated Copper Company Kidder, Chairman of said Board, to
and the International Smelting and sign (he contract with the Guaranty the most part already earned beimprovement as regards school at- in order to preserve it. Then she
tendance between 1910 and 1920. Of kills the bee by dropping it into a
Title and Trust Co., of Socorro, New cause the greater part came from
The Southern Pacific Company Is Refining Company.
the children 14 and 15 years of age cuii of soapsuds, fur a stingless be-"I believe that we have reacheXl Mexico, for the transcribing from first year's rentals and the leasees
concrete the
In 1920, 80.4 per cet were attend- is of no worth In iha world. The replacing with steel and
the rock bottom of our period of de Socorro County to Catron County all already had received all the advanold wooden drawbridge at Albany,
16 to 17
those
of
school
and
ing
st. ups are shipped in glass bottles
pression and that we are on our way that part of the records pertaining tages they could expect even should
Oregon, which has carried freight to the hill
years of age 50.6 per cent.
to Catron County in accordance with the supreme court hold the leases
tlia: hold five hundrel each.
top." Dr. Ricketts said.
and passenger traffic on the Yaquina
The census says there are 41,637
"I do not wish to appear pessimis their bid accepted August thirteenth, Invalid in that they had possession
The woman keeps count t,f the
30 years. The old
illiterate persons 10 years of age and 3t'i gs that she draws each day . Oi Branch for some150-tic, but there is no doubt that the 1921, said contract to meet with the of the lands for drilling for the perft
Howe trusses
two
had
bridge
meaniod covered by the rentals.
over in the state "illiterate"
tii3 average she daily draws about
market for copper is bad. As approval of the District Attorney.
present
Howe truss draw span
and one 260-The attorney general added, in his
soon as it improves sufficiently the
ing unable to write. Of this num r.inc- hundred. The t,reutes: number
The board then recessed until
This was the longest wooden draw
ber 23,767 are native whites of nat sh) has ever drawn in ono day is
opinion, the money not "earned" but
mines will open. I think that most three P. M.
span in the world and it illustrates of them will
ive parentage, 1,7 62 are of foreign ftTuen hundred.
Once she took tne
The board met at the appointed held up peding the supreme court's
probably resume operadecision also should be turned over.
or mixed parentage ,and 7,250 are stnigs from one thousr.ii.1 bees n the Btrength of Douglas fir, the great tion at about the same time.
hour
all present as before.
construction timber of the northwest
This huge sum ls in addition to
of foreign birth and 8,553 Indians tire'.- hours.
Ex.
"I
not
have
been
for
in
the
The
next
east
matter
of
conbusiness
Roofed-ove- r
bridges of this ma some
$300,000 already turned over
The number of illiterate Negros is
nearly
O
so
that my impression sidered was the reading of a letter
time,
terial are being built on western
228. In the total population 10 years FAMILY MAY HAVE 200
8
the situation there is nec- by the clerk from the owners of the to the school and road funds collectconcerning
highways in competition with steel,
of age and over the percentage of
WINE A YEAR FOR
second hand. Nevertheless stone hotel building, requesting that ed under the provisions ot the Carand when properly protected they essarily
ter Bill.
I believe that I can say without being their contract be
illiteracy is 15.6, which, it is grati
HOME USE, IS ANNOUNCED
signed and comrender as long or longer service than
o
fying to note shows a diminution
better days pleted. After discussing the propothat
unduly
optimistic,
the steel bridge.
SYNOD PRAISES PEACE
since 1910, when it was 20.2.
not
are
us.
from
officials
far
bureau
Internal revenue
sition it was agreed by the County
There is considerable more illiter frankly acknowledged that head of
MEETING SET BY HARDING
"As soon as they can get any sort Commissioners to purchase said build
state
the
acy in the rural districts of
A
jV
for
of
notithe
the
resolution expressing the deepto
be
as
price
used
a court house and
product
families, may, upon filing
mining ing
than in the cities, the percentage be fication with local revenue collectors liOOKIXG FOR WORK AND
companies will reopen their mines." county jail building, the amount or est gratitude to President Harding
In a review published recently in purchase price to be the sum of for his sincere efforts la advancing
ing 17.6 for the rural population and manufacture
200 gallons of wine
AFRAID THEY'LL FIND IT
7.1 for the urban.
the New York Times, an optimistic eleven thousand five hundred dollars. the cause in calling a disarmament
yearly for home use.
"
By counties the percentage of illit
The clerk was instructed to issue conference for November 11, 1921,
Treasury regulations making effecEverv town has Its loafers, and vlew ot the situation was taken by
eracy ranges from 39.8 in McKinley tive such a provision of the law,
Danled Guggenheim, president of the a warrant chargable to Court House was adopted at the Presbyterian sy
MaK(laiena ,9 no excention we are
to 4.2 in Chavez county.
Chile Copper Company and Chile Ex- - and Jail Fund for the above named nod's meeting here yesterday.
(
The
were issued by Internal Revenue Lorry to
8ay, There are men on our
O
n commenting amount which was delivered to said resolution urged that the delegates
Uommissioner Roper with the ap- - etreets every day Buppoged to t,e P'ra"n company.
BIG PIXION CROP
proval of Secretary McAdoo In Oct-- 1 lookiivfe for work, but wont work on tha Pos8ible demand for coppper owners who In return delivered to to the conference use every possible
ober 1918.
when they are offered a Job.
It's Guggenheim said that "the best esti- the Clerk a deed covering said build effort to achieve the purpose aimed
I
mates
based
as
conditions
at
that
Manufacture
of
wine
upon
is
Indians
they
home,
predict
The Navajo
Ing and lot, the owners agreeing to at and pledged the heartiest support
not their kind of work or its not
this year will produce the greatest possible, officials pointed out, pro- - where thev want tn work, is the ex- - exlst at Ule present tlme- but not accept court house and jail bonds in and prayer to Almighty God that wis,,lcIlutlfnS 'the large increase in the lieu of said warrant as soon as
crop of pinions the world has ever vided the manufacture is by the head cuse they put up. But
they dom and guidance be given them ln
seen. All over the western states the of a family and the wine produced they keep on loafing. We are sorry Qenlanu Ior C0PPer wnicn snoum are ready to be delivered. Th6 own their deliberations.
The first be not sold or otherwise removed for the fellow who is out of a Job come from Gei'manv and the re8t f ers accepting sold bonds at
Yesterday's program was filled
cron will be enormous.
par. It
started from the. place of manufacture.
have
the
of
crop
ami ,.an't find anvthine tn do but tne worla ar tna' tne consumption was further agreed that no rental with business meetings of the visit
gleanings
of cpper is above 675'000 tons per
0
The prices are holding
to come in.
charge be made for the months of ing Presbyterian ministers and speecu
the fellow who wont work when of- and
MEN
the
mine
es by Dr. G. P. Horst, of Chicago, nat"
ATTEND
annum,
SENTENCED
circum
TO
the
under
production
it
wonderfully
July and August, 1921.
up
4h
i,,,,,,..
j00.t
CHURCH FOR SIX MONTHS 8ult himj and th6n continuea to about 375,000 tons per annum. At
The board appropriated the sum ional secretary of men's work. The
stances. The wholesalers are offerwm 09 seen reaaur
annual synodlcal meeting ot the 'woof two hundred dollars for improve
ing five cents a pound for pinions.
snonge off his friends, ought tn be tma rauo
will
a long time to ab- - ment of the Reserve Alma
not
it
take
Colo.
frost
the
and
first
the
Julius
Denver,
heavy
Epstein
Following
road at men's home and foreign missionary
arrest6d and put on tne rock piIe
societies was also held yesterday at
lne enure copper surplus, ana Los Alises Hill.
nrt 901
nrv
gathering of pinions will begin in U:Ms li. fardue were today senten- - llnni h lpnrm. hnw tn
The Board of County Commission the Lutheran church. The women
earnest, as the frost cuts them all ced to attend church every Sunday untu he Kets into the habit of work- - thus put tne industry again in splen
am condition, it is estimated tnat ers then adjourned Until
loose from the cones and they either for six months as punishment for Ing
September will hold a final session this morn
production is now aoout au per cent 26th, 1921, at which time they would ing.
fall to the ground or can be easily
The women's program opened at
The sentence was Imposed hundred of these loafers are knock- - of the world 8 normal consumption meet as a Board of Canvassing.
house.
shaken from the trees.
9:15 o'clock with a prayer meetstatistics, plus
Gathering pinions is a very tedi- by Judge George W. Dunn of the erSi alld a knocker ls an undesirable as ba8ed on
Signed,
tlw U8Ual Mnual tacrealse of the
S. J. KIDDER,
ing led by Mrs. L. B. Bloom of Santa
ous occupation. When conditions county court, following a plea of and dangerous citizen
Fe. Miss Marie Presto of Nlew
past.
-- Oare good, that is when the pinions guilty.
Chairman
York City read a message from the
'The German plants manufactur
Don't forget the M. H. S'. Mirror WHO FILLS THE PAY ENVELOPE
are lying thinckly under the trees,
Attested- national board of the church. Miss
A. f. CHAVEZ,
ing copper products are now
the average picker qpn pick up about Prom, Saturday October 1, at Bor- shed at full canacitv: the demand
Holt of Roswell was devotional) lead
twenty-fiv- e
pounds of them in a day, rowdale Hall.
County Clerk.
No doubt 99 per cent of employes
O- for these product3 l8 worid.wda and
er. Mrs. H. C. Donaldson, ot AlbuO
from which he can receive from $1.25
in industry think their wages are the
onIy way to satisfy that demand DEBENTURE ISSUE'S
to $2.50 for his day's work.
querque made the welcoming speech
by the man or firm that em- - is to
paid
numPack-rat- s
was responded to by Mrs, J.
MAN
which are quite
INJURED AT LOOXEY
acquire the necessary copper.
VALDDITY
IS
UNHEIJ) which
18 not unnatural ln
n
E. Cornett of Raton. Mrs. Neil
ROAD CAMP SATURDAY p"oya them' which
erous in all parts of the southwest,
Germany, however, is only a single
view or tne ract tnat they draw mon- - country.
was leader of the afternoon
Tne lwhole worId at the
are great gatherers of pinions. They
28.
constiSanta
The
Fe,
Sept.
tlle ca9mer 8 wlnaow' But ln present time is
and
O. L. Looney was seriously Injured ey
which Included talks by
pile up great heaps of pinions in
I
tutionality of the $800,000 debent program
nnn
l.nnn ,lnnnt
fi,tli
UUOT" 1 fill
d
""
"'"
Mrs. Bright of Eilver City, the Rev.
with am materials ure issue
their burrows. Whenever a pinion last Saturday morning at the road ""1"
the
commis
by
highway
enviilope' and wages come U"'ough and products requiring the use of
D. Henry and Mrs. Charlies R.
gleaner Is fortunate enough ito And camp in the White House Canyon
sion was upheld today by the su J.
urm uul nui irom it.
a pack-ra- t
Mjr. Looney was lite
copper.
hole, he does "a big day's west of Datiil.
preme court in an opinion by chief
The workman's pay comes from the
The dedication of the new Me- is a great hustler springing a hote and had emptied
work. A pack-rJustice Roberts. This issue, which
consumer
be
of
the
it
bicy
product,
naul
school building will be held
when It comes to gathering pinions. several pounds of powder Into it.
ITEMS
TRINCIIERA
was
based an the twomill levy for
or breakfast
tomorrow afternoon with the dele
He often carries two or three sacks and when he dropped the lighted fuse cles, balit draperies
the
of
aid
federal
purpose
meeting
foods. The week's pay may be drawn
to the synod present. Dr. W.
Lots of news on Trinchera again. allotments was
of the Dittle berry bean to his lair in the wrong end went first r.iusing
attacked in the dis gates
of that par
Holt
will preach at the morning
Its raining quite a bit this week, trict
and stores them away for his win- the explosion before he had time long before the product
court, Santa Fe county, by Cel-s- o
ticular week's work reaches the mar makes the nestors a little bit
service and Dr. Calvin Duncan, of
ter rations. If a Navajo Indian finds to get away.
uneasy
Fe
Santa
and
the
lower
Lopez,
in which case it is drawn out of
Caug-he- y
one of these holes he immediately
about their hay.
Doctors were summoned from Mug ket,
court sustained the highway commis Magdalena and Dr. Rudolph
the price paid by consumers for the
will) speak at the evening ser
digs it up and packs the pinions and dalona and removed the gravel that
The appeal follow
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goesling have sion's demurerr.
vice. The sessions will close on Monhurries to town, because they are had lodged in his face, but it is no product of previous weeks. Or it may I
ed. The supreme court decision fol
moved
over
home'
to
'mountain
as
to
advanced'
be
considered
their
the
From Albu. Morning Journal
all good pinions, for a rat never known yet whether his eyesight will
day.
lowed a stipulation that proposed
employe out of the firms' capital In- - Glad to have them back
makes a mistake and carries away be saved or not.
Sunday, September 25th.
11
No.
amendment
was
It
carried.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan visited the
vestment just as a bank discounts
O
a bad nut.
Mr. Looney has ths contract on
was held the amendment removed
a note. But ln this case the emnloyO
BANKS PROTECT COMMUNITY
this piece of road through the can
er simply discounts with cash wages Martins, down the Alamosa this the ground for objection.
SENATE RESUMES CONSIDERyon and the accident rather paraNever were banks doing a greater
O
the prospective income from the sale weelt- Tney found tne Ratlins, Mo
ATION OF PEACE TREATIES lyzed work for a few days.
Phau1'8 and Martin's gathering their
The
of freight rates on service to the community than durselH- lowering
ot
From
the
this
commodity.
O
this era of lawlessness when rob
ing price, of course, there is also ex- - "eers, preparing to drive to Albu- sand and other building materials to ing
.
.
Senate consideration of the Ger- KO'"- - lauernue.
eastern
is not onlly resulting berles ot all kinds are prevalent.
points
i.j
uauleu
percene lo
The 'turn hack to the farm" move
man peace treaty was renewed while
The less money a person carries
in the quickened situation as
Pensate the executives of the firm for
Jack Smith and wife have return- - already
to ment la vennrt.ed now well under
to construction there, but is having with htm or keeps in his house, the
democratic senators
arranged
man- - ed
ana
worK
lnf)
oi
responsiouuy
from El Paso, bringing their mo- a
meet in conference for discussion of wav. The unfortunate fact that iust
moral effect upon other sections. better. Petty stealing, burglary and
cerlaln PBrcenlage ther) Mrg Rabb home wUn them
as this movement begins the farmers asemenl' anQ
The Interstate Commerce Commis robbery are among the most despic
minority action.
of dividend on the capital Invested
are
being hard hit by droughts and
The treaty was taken up again
The Bryan boys, and Mr. Drum, sion is Bhowlng an inclination to help able crimes, and are usually commit.
i
t rn0t -, in the Plant, machinery, equipment
or.0n , .o
,.v.,. T.t
when debate on the tax bill lapsed. w.,
a- uiue sovle problem of the various sec ted not by people who are hard up,
ana
iaie t,.,JI
uuuuiug uuugias juuuhuu
operating expense.
to check the movement; and good reSenator Lodge of Massachusetts, retions through temporary or perma- In the sense of being out ot employ
the log mansion.
the
But
bears
who
employer
sults in many ways will be seen from
ment or funds, hut by professional
nent freight rate decreases.
publican leader, made a brief stateof
wages,
resposibility
guaranteeing
it by spring, if not before.
Emll Dawn Is drilling a well on
O
ment in support of the treaties.
who prey off the Industry ot
crooks
is
in
In
reality only the directing
Ohis section.
Senator King, democrat, Utah,
Latest reports give a substantial others.
of
8trument
and
the
Paction
It requires neither a great deal 0f
his contention that the treaMrs, Lawrence Parsons, an old majority for Amendment No. 11,
Altogether too much public sympa
166 manaein
the distribution of
nor rehearsal for a man to
ties did not go far enough toward
act- - time resident of Trinchera ls visiting which means much for the road of thy is wasted on this class of crlm- while
worker's
the
wages,
pay
make a fool of himself.
' lnals.
Catron County.
ln tne neighborhood
'
securing American claims.
ually comes from the buyer.
two-thir-

one-thi-

one-ha-
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AN EPITOME
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OF
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LATE LIVE NEWS

definitely decided
London thai neither Uoyd George,
prime minister, nor Lord Curzon,
secretary for foreign affairs, wU
tend Ihe Washington conference on
and
Pacific problems,
viewif impending developments in
It

1ms

lieiin

Id
th

In

FROM ALL SOURCES

surplus earnings totaling
the street railway replacement fund.
San Francisco street raiTways, city and
privately owned, collect f cents carfare.
Jimmy Murphy, American
who won the (Jrand l'rix
race in Paris last month, will drive in
the ThanksKivliiK day race on the
Hills track at l.os Angeles, it whs
Hitter eliminannnounccd recently.
tion trials for the Thanksgiving day
race, as more drivers llian are permit-lein the contest have already applied
for entrance Idanks, w ill lie held. Utiles
for the American Autoniolille Association permit eighteen cars lo start.
automo-hilcdrlve-

liev-erl-

y

WASHINGTON
A solemn ceremonial to voice at once
the nation's gralihnle to Hie soldier
dead and lis hope of deliverance from
heavy armanients will lie observed
from coast lo coast on Arinislice day
under the leadership of 1'rcsidcut
Harding and officials of his administration.
Travelers paid KM railroads f?.'73,-In passenger fares under Increased rates for the first, six months
of this year as against .f.rit4,."iS(i,242 for
the same period of 11)20, hefore the increase went Into effect, (lie Interstate
1

Commission
announced.
Commerce
Fares were pnld hy .ri''2,l!).'i,(KK) persons as compared with .r!ir,771.t)IH) in

the average journey in 1!)21
in
!!5.04 as against .'10.41 miles
Kucli traveler paid an average
1920.
of 3.1MS cents a mile this year as
ngiilimt 2.003 In 1920.
1020,

Decision of the transcontinental railroads to reduce rales on vegetahles
from California and other Pacific coast
territory points to the territory between the Itocky mountains and Chicago and the Mississippi river was announced by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
The reductions will substitute a 15 per cent increase over the
rates In effect Aug. 2."i, 1!I20, for the
331 per cent increase w hich went into
effect Aug. 28, 11120, "thus removing
more than hnlf of the increase made
at that time," the commission said.
Dr. J. D. Prince, a language profes
sor at Columbia University and presi
dent of the State Civil Commission of
New Jersey, lias been selected by
President Harding as minister to Denmark.
Itay Moore and liert Circuit, shot by
officers near Vancouver, Wash., were
later Identified as two of the men who
circus truck of
robbed a
more than $28,000 near Vancouver re
cently.
Postmasters of the first, second and
third class hereafter must put In an
eight-hou- r
day under an order announced by Postmaster General Hays.
Postmasters "shall devote a minimum
of eight hours dally during the business part of the day to duties as postmasters," the order lends, "and shall
five their personal attention to the
business of their offices and shall not
absent themselves therefrom for a
longer period than two days without
written authority."
Incomplete treasury reports of collections of Sept. 15, Installments of Income and excess profits taxes Indicate
that Secretary
a practical certainty
Mellon's estimate of $."2",0K),0O0 will
Collections so far, offibe realized.
cials said, showed $425,000,000 In the
federal reserve banks with reports
from various outlying districts to be
received.
MaJ. C. T. Mcncher, chief of the
army air service, has formally askod
Secretary Weeks to release him from
that office and transfer him to com
mand ot troops in tne nem.
Sells-Flot-

o

IN BOOZE RAID

at-

do-

The strong feeling against the

which Ims
manifested Itself since the recent murder of Mnthlas Kr.berger, is believed
to lie the cause of several members of
the llohetizollern family leaving Germany and going to Doorn, where they
are expected to remain with former
Emperor William until they consider
that conditions In Germany are favorain Germany,

FOR

EASY

TRUCKMEN

Found Infallible in Inducina
Bartender to Become "Reitonable"
At Least New York Sleuths
Find It That Way.

Oiguise

New York. If one Is thirsty and desires to hay a drink get a truckman's
disguise, put the feed box on the family mare In front of a wet spot, saunter
in and the bartender will immediately
become "reasonable."
That theory became a fact when
"Izzy" Klnsteln, federal nun sleuth,
by Moe Smith, Peter
accompanied
Iteagar and a Scotch terrier, drove up
In
truck In front of the Louis Romeo
stables, 72 West Ninth street. Brook
lyn. Years ago Einstein was a bartender and later a chauffeur In the
IVluncy street neighborhood.
'Romeo, inv name Is Julletta. Should
you linve n drink, ain't It?" the unkempt driver suggested to the stable
owner.
"Sure I thought you were the junk
man," said Uonieo.

The committee of forty eiglil
It Is organizing a new politi
cal party to enter the 1H22 congres-

The Dog Whined.
lng used In which to sell liquor. The
letter complained that women as well
as men were being poisoned by obtaining moonshine In the stable. Romeo

was arrested.
The truck then stopped In front of
the saloon of John Sullivan, S79 Smith
street. The feed bags were again put
on the horses, the three "truckmen"
entering the place, where It Is alleged
Sullivan served them three drinks of
whiskey at 50 cents each. A quantity
t lie of
whiskey was found concealed In a

Addressing the convention of
League at
safe in the rear room.
recently, Congressman A. J.
Mrs. Bertha Weber of 426 East
Volstead of Minnesota stated Dint. Ids ty-ninth
street was held in $1,000
life had been threatened on his depar
ball
by Magistrate William A. Sweet-se- r
ture from Washington, lie said he
In the Yorkville court on the
letter that he "would
was warned In
of owning a large still and pednever take his seat again In the charge
dling whiskey In a baby carriage.
House."
Seven-

11

The national industrial conference
hoard, un organization of twenty or
more Industries having no connection
with the government service lias announced In New York Hint lis Investi
gation showed retail prices in the
United States had Increased 4.3 per
cent in August. The average Increase
In the cost of living was 1.7 per cent.
Heavy rains north of El Pasn, Tex.,
caused au overflow In the Franklin
canal which drove several hundred
families from their homes In Hie Mexican section. Casualties were avoided
by the United States reclamation service officials in shutting off Hie
of the canul.
This action resulted In a heavy volume of water la
lime
the ltln Grande which for
caused a suspension of street ear traffic to and from Juarez.
Mrs. Helen Klwood Stokes was exonerated of Ihe charges made by YV.
K. D. Stokes, millionaire railroad man
and formerly owner of the Ilnlel
of New York, In his suit for divorce, Justice Finch of the Supreme
Court dismissing the complaint of the
husband.
A torrential rain which descended
upon Omaha recently flooded the low
sections of the city. Water ran five
feet deep In the streets hi certain residential sections. A bridge on Ihe
railway between Oniiihu and
Ualston, a suburb, was washed out. .
head-gate-

s

New Mexico

and Arizona

"KISS SHOWER" PARTS THEM
Wife

Indiana Man Didn't Like Too

of

Much Affection and He
Gets Divorce.
Richmond, Ind. Lack of kisses lias
often beeu assigned as a reason for
a legal separation of marital ties, but
It remained for Samuel W. Ketron to
allege Hint the abundance of kisses
caused Ills wife, Minnie P. Ketron, to

desert

lilm.

day I grabbed her, uud It
make her mad," he testilled
In Circuit court when his complaint
was heard,
"When I returned that night she
was gone. She did not want tne to
make love to her." He said his wife
was living in Dayton, Ohio, now. Circuit Judge Bond granted a divorce decree.
"One

sure

did

Leg Saves Life.
St. Joseph, Mo. A wooden leg
saved the life of George Smith, fifty-twowner of a iiousebout ot the
Missouri river. When the boat capsized the artificial leg was caught la
In a
a door of the little vessel.
frantic effort to escape, he battered
'be wooden leg with an iron rod until lie broke it, effecting bis release.
Ills escapade was enacted under the
Wooden

water.

(Wntem Itcwsparrtr t'ninn

News

Serf Ire.

)

Mr

a

DOAN'S ""iV

free-for-a-

Pro-duet-

Sure

gathered.

'Good for you, Izzy: It was had
hooch, anyway," somebody shouted.
The raid was made by order of Fed
eral District Attorney I.eRoy W. Ross,
who had received an anonymous communication that the premises were be- -

Does the least exertion tire you out?
Feel "blue" and worried and have daily
backache, lameness, headaches,, dizziSick
ness, and kidney irregularities?
kidneys are often to blame for this unmust
You
act quickly to
happy state.
Use
prevent more serious trouble.
Doan'l Kidney Pills, the remedy recommended everywhere by grateful
users. Atk your neighbor!

From All Over '

left with them as hoarders and who
A Colorado Case
The
schools of Artesia opened
were about to lie taken from them, with public
Mrs. W. O. Green,
In history
the
registration
largest
243
two wotneu of this city destroyed them and all the
J. Douglas
were filled to
buildings
8. Canon
Ave.,
selves and the children on a bed which
their
Colo., says:
City,
capacity.
"I
they deliberately set afire In their
had pain
Work on Ihe now grade School build
home.
through my shoulut lies Moines is pn 'grossing rapders and In the
The women were Mrs. Eliza Mosel lug
small of my back.
and will probably be finished by
man, a wealthy widow, seventy years idly
When I worked in
the first of November.
a
and
stooped position
her
Tlllie,
thirty
old,
daughter,
(or a few minutes
The cornerstone of Ihe Children's
Roth were eccentric, the po
seven.
anil
thn attempted to straighten,
hospital at Albuquerque was laid with
lice say.
V.'
& A. M. in
A.
he
sharp
llritnd
catches
Helen
were
Lodge
victims
The
baby
me in the
took
small of my back.
Stankovlch, three years old. and her charge of Ihe ceremonies.
I used Doan's Kidney Pills and they
Work Is to .'tart soon on the. new
brother, Felix.
soon cured me."
Clutching the helpless children in bridge In the western part of Magdn-lenCat Doan's at Any Stem. 60c a Be
to replace the one which was
their arms, the two women set the
washed away during the recent floods.
CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.
Handcuffed and guarded by Plnia
county deputy sheriffs armed with rifles, five Mexicans were brought Into
Saved Up.
fight at
Tucson, following a
If you spend so much
Nlckelplncb
Villi station, near Tucson.
time tit golf, you won't have anyPlans for the leasing of all proper-lie- s thing laid aside for a rainy day.
owned by the Arizona
tlypsum
Stymie Won't, eh? My desk Is
s
crowded with work that I've put aside
Company to the Arizona tl,vps:iin
Company of l.os Angeles, have for n rnlny day.
been completed In Phoenix.
Deputy game wardens in Ihe vicinity of Ies Moines, N. M lire making
a drive on sportsmen who have been
fishing without licenses. Several men
have been arrested and fined to the.

Dog Gets Busy.
The Scutch terrier then ran into a
itail. the three "truckmen" and Romeo
following. The dog whined, us if beg- irliie for food. Behind the stall was
found a cave twenty feet long, In
wnlcn was a large sun anu twenty gallons of same kind of strong smelling
liquor. During the removal of the
still and moonshine a large crowd

County Attorney Marvin Schitrloels
was attacked and whipped by .Mrs. M.
I.. McCrarkcn at I'eaiunont, Texas,
the recent grand jury fulled to
indict a woman who, .Mrs, McCrncken
Schiirlock was
alleged, shot at her.
not injured.

Anti-saloo- n

Tragedy Attributed to Demand
They Give Up Charges to
Care of Grandmother.

Weak and Miserable?

Southwest News

.

GENERAL

Minnesota

BURN

Scotch Terrier With Nose for
Hootch Helps Enforcement
BeJieved to have been
Cleveland.
Agents Uncover Still
crazed by their love for two babies

ble, to their return.

Solution of tin railsional campaign,
road problem, reduction of tialiuiial expenditures and relief from taxation by
providing new and legitimate sources
of revenue, were stated to be its chief
aim.
First official action by aiitlmril les
against Ihe activities ot the K11 Klux
It
Klan has been taken In Chicago.
came In the form of a definite tleclu ration from Chief of Police Filzmorris
that parades of members of Hie klan
or other organizations whose members
appear masked will not be permitted
in Chicago st reels.
A mother was arrested in Aurora,
of her two (laugh
III., on complaint
ters, who charged her with the murder
.Mrs.
of their father. The mother,
Frances llalchunas, 34, was taken with
John Petroska, 27, whom Ihe girls,
Helen, 18, and Frances, 14, charge is
her sweetheart. They said the mother
turned on the gas llie night of June ti
last, us their father slept. The woman
declared she was Innocent.

TWO WOMEN

SELVES AND BABIES

the)

CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE mestic politics.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Six soldiers of Ihe American army
HOME AND ABROAD.
of occupation in Germany were lillleil
when a military lorry was struck by
the Dortmund Frankfort express, said
a dispatch lo Paris from Colileliz. Cob-le- a,
Is headcpinrlers of the American
army of occupation.
Contract for construction of a great
SAYINGS,
DOINGS. ACHIEVE- bridge over Ihe Yellow river on the
line of the Peking I lankow railway tins
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
lust been awarded a Helgian concern,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Four Amerilis bid was SHi.rKKMMMl.
can bids were entered. The bridge Is
to he more titan a mile and a half lone.
(Wnurn NVwspapfr (initio Stmt Smlct.
The ljucsi, ihe small ship on which
WESTERN
Slmcklclon will explore Ihe
Sir
Out of euslody hut not out of prismclmrled sections of Ihe South Allan-li- e,
On
of
on for nearly three (lays, three
the Pacific anil Ihe Antarctic sens,
five men who took pnrt in the hrenl; left the Thames 011 Ihe start nf her
from the Utah stale (iiisou at (Salt
r
voyage, Large crowds gathIjike City were fouinl hiding within ered on the docks lo wish Sir Krnest
tlie prison wall.
mill his parly a successful voyage.
Alaska yielded the 'leiitest amount
has disThe llrltisli government
of i.'olil in the Yukon valley this year.
note to
a strongly worded
patched
Statistics made puhlle recently liy .Moscow
culling intention of Ihe soviet
Superintendent Itiehard of Hie north- government to alleged serious breach
ern eommercinl
posts in Alaska, es of faith involved In lite ptirsiiiince
showed that of the valley's total yield
the Russians tliroaghoilt I'i'iilriil
of W.tKMl.tKKI, Alaska's output wos
Asia and Afghanistan of a rninpiilirii
Yukon territory's output was
of intrigues against Great Itritnlii.
"., $7."i.Dll.
l,'.,.'iO,(HH) and Atlin, li.
The Dutch parl'atnent was opened by
Veterans of the famous Kichty-nilitamidst scenes of
Wlllielniina
from Colo- Queen
division, rerrulted
isorder. A demonstration was carried
New
Kansas.
Missouri,
Mexico,
rado,
nut in the street before Ihe parliament
Nehraska it ml South ImlinKi, are lo he
shouts were
building.
I lie
reunion
In
first (treat
reasseinhled
raised In the parliament hall itself,
In
Kansas City, Mo., mid
of the division
the rending of t lit speech front the
on Oct. "0, ,'tl and Nov. I, acconlliiR to
was drowned in
throne momentarily
plans announced liy liurton A. Smead, lite tumuli.
secretary of the Division War Society
Maximilian Harden, Germany's must
"vhlch Is planniiii; the event.
famous journalist, lias canceled his
City and county supervisors of San
lecture lour of the Vailed
Francisco recently voted three exten- proposed Ilerr Harden announced tlnit
Stales.
sions of the municipal street railway
heart weakness laid compelled him ut
system calling for immediate expendi- the last ininule to forego his plans, lie
ture of .S50,KMI. The expenditure is was under contract to deliver
to he made, It was announced, from In
many cities In the United Slides.
$1,200,0110 In

DOG LEADS WAY

NEW MEXICO

Set the Bed Afire.
bed afire, police say the evidence
shows, and when a neighbor managed
to break his way Into the bedroom,
through locked doors, the four burned
bodies were found on the bed, the
arms of the women encircling the
babies.
The room was damaged but
little. The iron bed was red hot and
all the bed clothing had been burned
away.
The children, who were motherless,
had been left temporarily with the
women by their father, John Stanko
vlch, a former tenant, when he went
to Virginia to work on July 1.
Today Mrs. Moselman received 1

Relief

limit.
Work will he slarled at once on the
new high school at Logan, N. M.. which
when completed will cost 2(l,(HHl. The
new building will lie built of native
rocks and will contain six large class
rooms.
At a recent meeting of the city council of Clayton, N. M., it was decided
lo purchase u modern fire fighting machine for the city which will include a
new motor truck, two forty-gallo- n
chemical tanks and :IOO feel of fire

6 Bell-an- s
nui tv ci i w I
Sure Relief

BELL-AN- S

hose.
At

a recent meeting of Ihe school
lion rd of Capitun, N. M., plans were
completed for the purchase of the
Howard hall, which will be used for

tlie athletic department and manual
training In connection Willi the high
school.
N. C. Prenger, secretary of tho board
of regents of the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Meclianlc Arts, lias
announced the appointment of H. J.
Hnrdslcy of Lexington, Ky., as the
bend of lie poultry department at the
State College farm.
A complaint directed
ngalnst the
Apache Kaihvuy Company and seeking
lief from Alleged exorbitant freight

it's toasted, of
course. To seal
in the flavor

t

letter from the children's father asking her to give his babies Into the
of
care
their grandmother, Mrs.
lo
It was this letter, rates on wool from Cooley
Theresa White.
has been filed with Ihe corpor
the
that
prompted
believe,
police
ation commission of Arizona by tlie
tragedy.
A. P.. Sinister Company- of Holbrook.
Plie rale now charged, the complaint
XILLS EAGLE ATTACKING BABY sets forth, is ."iS.tt cents a hundred
pounds.
Father Battles Bird Determined to
Three penitentiary prisoners have
Have TervMonths Old Child
been pardoned recently by (iovernor
a Prey.
Mochem of New Mexico, two upon the
recommendation of tlie pel Herniary
berries
While
Mont.
picking
Butte,
board and one upon the
of
south
school
at a Sunday
picnic
of Kislrict Judge Harry P. Owen,
Hutte this afternoon, Albert Pierce lite trial judge, and responsible citian
that
eagle
fought with and killed
zens. Those pardoned were: liegino
baby, (ionzales, Valencia county; Jose A.
attacked his
arm.
which he was holding under one
Moi'in, Curry comity; Lu's Carranza.
The bird, measuring four feet from Valencia county.
tip to tip, seemed determined to have
Tlie live stock sanitary board of Ari
his prey, which in the clash was zona is
sending out warning to cattleinto
the
grass.
dropped
to guard avainst "black leg."
men
The father, after beating off the There have been no
reports of a prevattack first with a rock, seized a heavy alence of the ailment which is the most
a
after
killed
the
stick and
eagle
fatal of all to cattle, hut It Is pointed
fight lasting ten minutes. The baby out that the conditions are, right for
face
was uninjured, but the father's
the inception und spread of it, as cut
was badly scratched and bruised. The tle are more
susceptible to It when'
bird was brought home as a trophy.
undergoing a change from a period of
short feed to one in whiclitliey rapidly take on fat.
Preliminary arrangements are being
Fearing Famine, Pastor
made for the erection of a large cotton
Buries 2 Tons of Food
seed mill at Loving, N. M. If the plans
are carried out, the new mill will be
discovCal.
The
Santa Ana,
put In operation in the next two
secureery of two tons of food,
months and will cost over $20,000.
a
In
ly cased and buried deep
Policing of. Sonora, Mexico, internacanyon near here, caused an Intional boundary line has been redouvestigation by Sheriff O. E.
bled to the end that raids by outlaws
Jackson.
be prevented, according to
message
The sheriff said he found the
received by Acting tiovernor Ernest
cache had been made by a local
Hull of Arizona from Kranclsco S. Ellpreacher and two members of
as,
governor of Sonora.
who
explained
his congregation,
The gross bonded Indebtedness of
they had acted on a Biblical pasIs .$4,4!W,275.2!V according to a
sage that they believed foretold
statement prepared by Slate Treasurer
The sheriff
a time of famine.
Karliart. Tlie statement,
declined to give their names.
Raymond
which Is in the form of an affidavit,
has been prepared for the Klrst National Bank of Los Angeles successful
FEARS GALLOWS HUBBY BUILT bidders for $1,000,000 worth of Arizona
tax anticipation bonds, lie explained. '
to
Threatened
Hang
Wife Says Spouse
Crape growers of Arizona met in
Himself on Gibbet Which He
Phoenix recently and effected the orErected on Farm.
ganization of the Arizona drape drawers' Association. More than 1,000 acres
Mrs.
Ruth
Welleuslek,
Omalia, Neb.
of grape lands were signed up in the
wife of William Wellensiek, a wealthy association agreement and steps were
farmer living near Beatrice, Neb., has taken to perfect the association along
Bled suit for divorce, alleging that her the lines of
California Raisin
tlie
husband had constructed a regulation Company.
gallows on the farm near their house,
The story of a brutal attack on Miss
upon which be told her he Intended
Sadie Champion by cattle rustlers belife.
his
,
taking
lieved to he Mexicans, ,ns related by
her was the result of a disordered
caused by Injuries sustained
Grasshoppers Committed Suicide.
mind,
Three Rivers, Can. Tens of thou
when her horse fell on her, officers in.
sands of dead grasshoppers floated vestigating the case declared In
down the St. Lawrence river recently.
At this place the Insects covered the
Reports that negotiations are about
river from bank to bank. Agriculturto he consummated for the taking ovei
ists advanced the suicide theory. They of the Arizona Copper Company by tin
riielps-Hodgexplained that, having eaten everyCorporation have been
substantiated in Tucson by Col. John
thing behind them, the horde approached the river, failed to negotiate C. Green way, general manager of the
the broad jump and plunged ahead to New Cornelia Copper Company.
their death.

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum
Soap 25c, Oiabaeit 25 uA 50c, Talca

25c.

EASY TO KILL
RATS

11

end
ii

i

Ail-zon-

Br tW

lK.Gau.mt

in

MICE
STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE
Ready for

Ua Bttr Than Trap

Directions In 16 languaKtis In every boi.
Waterbugi
Rats, Mice, Cockroach. Ants and
sod are carriers of
destroy food and property
dlsftase. .Steam' Electric Paste foroes these pesu
to ran from the ballding for wntr and f rsb air.
86c and $1.50. "Money bank If itfaiia."
II. 8. Ciovernmeut buys It.

Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a dear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

COLD MEDAL

Bis-bee-

e

Th world's standard remedy for kidny,
Bver, bladder and uric add troubles, th

enemies of life end looks. In use sines
169& All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Cold Medal on every box
and accept bo bniutiatt
W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

THE RESERVE

WOMEN WHO
WORK

CANNOT

Read Mrs.Corley's Letter and
Benefit by Her Experience
Edmund, S.C. "1 was rundown with
nervousness and female trouble and suf- every month.
Ifered not
able to do
lffi
any work and tried a
lot of medicine, but
got no relief. I saw
your medicine advertised in a little book
that was thrown in
my door, and I had
not taken two bottles
's
of Lydia E.

Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment
Wash oft In five minutes wlthsCutleura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to In
clude Cutlcura Talcum. Advertisement,
HAD

THE

COLORS

OF

BOT

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

TO INVESTIGATE
KU KLUXKLAN
SENATORS

m1

DISCUSS
CHARGES
AGAINST
SECRET
ORDER.

Young Lady, It Might Be Imagined,
Would Be Noticeable in A
most Any Company.

10

Ml

OFFICIALS
Some alumni folks in Philadelphia
were getting up a social function,
when the secretary happened to men
Hon to one of the members the fact
DAUGKER
that a young woman from Boston ATTORNEY GENERAL
TY TO SUMMON OFFICIALS
named Digging would attend.
"Digging Isn't a very attractive
OF KU KLUX KLAN.
Vegetable
Compound before I name," lie said, "but the girl herself
Is a beauty."
could see it was help
"How shall I know her?" asked the
llVuNtcrn SmPiifr I'nliin News
ing me. I am keeping house now and
Smli,)'
am able to do all of my work. I cannot other Interested at once.
of the
officials
medicine.
Washington.
has
for
High
It
say enough
your
said the secretary, "shi
Ku Klux K In ii may be summoned lo
done more for me than any doctor. I the"Well,"
Vale
I
with
kuw
only
girl
eyes
have not paper enough to tell you how
Washington for Interrogation by the
much it has done for me and for my uml a Harvard complexion."
of Justice, Attorney Gen
Department
You
friends.
may print this letter if
eral Dnuglierty Indicated her
C.
wish."
Elizabeth
you
Cobley,
Director ..urns of Hie department's
care of A. P. Corley, Edmund, S. C.
bureau of investigation, Mr. Duiigher- Ability to stand the strain of work is
the privilege of the strong and healthy,
ty uiinnt.iieeil, has been i..sl rui leil to
but how our hearts ache for the weak
set bis agents nt work on an invest ga
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
and sickly women struggling with their
llon of the klan's organization In vari
dailv rounds of household duties, with
ous parts of the country.
backaches, headaches, nervousness and
almost every movement brings a new
The attorney general said that any
criminal prosecutions, for the most
pain. Why will not the mass of letters
from women all over this country, which
part, would be mutters of stale law tin
we have been publishing, convince such
less there hud been some violation of
women that Lydia E. Pinkhanrs Vegethe federal sla'ules through Hie use of
table Compound will help them just aa
the mails to ilefrtiml.
surely as it did Mrs. Corley ?
I Here is no need
In
this country,
Duuglierly says, for vigilance organ
'SHOWING OFF" THE COLONEL
country does not need,
Take Aspirin only as told in each Iznliiins. Theself-eohe adds, any
.Hinted organi.a
of
of
Tablets
In
Had
Business
Bayer
package
genuine
for
Storekeeper
Eye
Hons lo define and enl'ori
the laws
Then
will
be
following
you
Aspirin.
Customer
Keeping
for American citizens.
W--H.
worked
out
the
directions
and
dosage
By 'jOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN.
Waiting for Attention.
The Ku Kins Klan anil religious In
.
by physicians during 21 years, ami
OU presumably know, as
J
.SA
k
A woman in a small town asked her proved safe by millions. Take no tolerance entered imo dehnle In the
all good Americans should,
1
t--Sennle
of
with
see
the
discussion
heer
chances
substitutes.
If
Wilyou
during
i
M
C.
1
that Buffalo Bill, Col.
liusbamt, Colonel Blank, to call In nt
"V
-the dairy when passing to order some the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can hill.
liam F. Cody, is buried on
take
them
Colds,
for
without
fear
Senator Walsoii; Democrat, (ieorgia,
new-laiII
Lookout Mountain lu the
eggs. After making a brief
Nj-11
Neuralgia, Rheumatism asserted religious liberty hail not been
M
A little Headache,
Front range of the Colora- demur the colonel yielded.
.
v
'ir
do
later lie called at the shop In question, Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and secured in the I'nlteil Stales under the
But do you know that
IPOT
uite a small and unimportant estab- for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve liurlcr grunted Lord T.u II imore, while
U
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also Senator Stanley-- Demoerat,
L
more people visit Buffalo
lishment on a bnek street.
Kentucky,
I WS?1
'HT
C )A
sell
the
is
larger
packages.
Aspirin
Ihiil
was
insisted
one
"there
than
each
Bill's grave
Two or three minutes passed ; then,
place
year
only
of
of in all the civilized world where man
mark
Manufacture
trade
Bayer
WashKo to the graves of
iis no one came to serve him, the colo- Monoacetlcacldester of
tlM
Salicyllcacid,
ouhl worship his Cod at Ihe dieliilea
L
nel gave a gentle knock on the couns
iugton and Lincoln? Well,
Advertisement.
!
his
of
In
nil
Ihe it is so. And there appears 10 be
thai was
conscience, i.
ter. This had no effect; so a smart
,U FW
of the Catholic noiilennin, ground for the statement that within
double rap was given. Then a
1.
NOT A CASE FOR SURGEON province
Lord Baltimore."
I
a few years Buffalo Bill's grave will
youngster put his head around
world
be
the
In
the
"I inn here lo fight
the door and announced, "Father's
grave
Inlolerance,
Ambitious Medical Student Was Slight
TMS.KOZlAmrctWY
This is the way of it : The city and
whether it whets its Knife and light!
ly Too Precipitate in Jumping
Us lurch in a Ku Kins camp In Georgia county of Denver have established the
l!y the time the father arrived the
to His Conclusions.
erected the mucolonel was boiling with rage.
oi whether in western Ohio if takes Denver Mountain parks, lying between grave, this painting will be done Into visory commission,
bronze. The photograph given here- seum building In accordance with nn
ic loriii of these miserable general the city and the peaks of the conti
"What do you mean by keeping me
"After the first crash," Imparted
added Senator Stanley, re- nental divide. There are 3,2.'i(I acres; with gives an Idea of how the eques- agreement with Johnny Baker, the
waiting all this time?" he roared.
the first hospital surgeon to the see warrants,in Hie
world champion shotgun and rifle shot,
the cost has been $177,850; there are trian statue will fit in with the
laller rase to the
"Very sorry, sir." said the man, "but
ferring
mid, "1 ran over to whore It lay on
who was with Colonel Cody In his
which has ils head 60 miles of roads. Lookout Mountain
you see it's like this. You're the very the
League,
puvenient; and when I raised it quarters ill Weslerville. Ohio.
Is one of the scenic features of these
Paintings of frontier life done for show business from the time that Baman that I've had In
first
up, I saw at once that its ribs were
Buffalo Bill by noted artists In accord
ker was seven years old. Mr. Baker
my she)), and as there were a lot of
"I will meet Hie Ku Klux Klnii issm purks. The main automobile road, of
smashed, while a gaping hole was
ance with ids descriptions of scenes operates the building ns a concession,
the
which
a
is
climbs
trail
Lariat
I
a
what
part,
when' it conies up," declared Senalol
people passing by
thought
torn in
but no admission Is ever to be charged
to its summit. Buffalo Bill's grave Is and Incidents.
good advertisement you was
"Pardon me, doctor." broke In the Wnlsoi,. "I'niil some crime is provcil on the
The sculp of Yellow Hand and the to the Buffalo BUI museum.
of Lookout Moun-tni- i.
ing there." Philadelphia Public Led medical
lilisl that society or some other
had
who
student,
caught
rind is easily reached by a road knife with which Buffalo Bill killed
Aside from the historical and roger.
socleiv will vvillilnilil my judg
these words as he was iibout to puss
the chief and lifted his scalp. YeJIoy mantic Interest attached to the buildHie guilt of the accused b that turns out at the Golden reservoir
ment
unlil
by Into the consumptive ward, "but
on the summit. Close by the grave Hand was a noted Cheyenne chief who ing through the collection, the "strucslahlislied."
Considerable Agitation.
If you have no objections, I'd like to
the city has established a Buffalo Bill took part In the Sioux war of 1876. ture Itself Is so absolutely suited to
"Kither my eyes are acting funny or take a few notes on that accident
museum.
In the summer of 1921 ap Buffulo Bill was serving as a govern the purpose for which It was designed,
Kn Klux Klan will
lse there's something powerful wrong
Atlanta,
lie pulled his notebook from his
350,000 visitors entered ment scout. At the battle of Indian that It seems to have been Inspired.
proximately
with yore bouse,'! said an acquaint- pocket. "Was the case a child?"
Iconic any iiiipni'lial
invest ignl ion
the
of
the Denver Mountain Creek the scout and the chief met in The structure Is built of undressed
gates
ance who hud halted In the big road to case."
mil will open ils books and records In
personal combat In full view of the pine logs, covered with hand-spil- t
Of
these
visitors about
parks.
deral aul lioril les. William J. Sim
stare at Hie Johnson domicile.
"I
"No," Hie surgeon Informed him to
was from other states. Most contending forces. In those days it shingles. The crowning feature of the
reckon It must be my eyesight, but the his embarrassment. "I was speaking mons, imperial wizard, said in a
these
of
visitors was the proper tiling for a victor to building from an architectural stand
when informed llial the ileparl-uieridoggone house 'pears to be shaking of my umbrella." .Science and
to see the grave and the mu- "count his coups" ; hence the scalp.
point, Is the remarkable use made of
of Jusl'ee luiglil siiiiiuiimi ol'l'i- - stopped
and shivering5 like It was going to
The gun used by Sitting Bull In gnarled nnd curved logs and branches,
seum. Ko much for the present.
iaLs of the orgaiii.ation lo Washingtumble down."
The tourist business of the scenic the battle of the Little Big Horn ; Sit- stumps and roots of trees. There Is
Ion lor Interrogation.
"Aw, I reckon likely my fourteen
Profit and Loss.
West Is Increasing tremendously year ting Bull's scalp, shirt and peace pliie. probubly no chandelier in the world
children happen to have took a notion
First Tramp I'm sure hungry. How
was the famous so unique as that which hangs from
by year. Denver is geographically the Sitting Bull (1837-90- )
to scratch their cbiggers at the same
kin we git; a bite to eat?
Operators Blamed for Mine Disorders. gateway to this scenic West with its Sioux chief who led the 0,000 Indians the
celling of the Tepee.
Second Tramp I II tell ya. I'll give
p'tu! same time." replied Gap Johnwho wiped out Gen. George A. Custer,
The system by which twelve national parks and thirty-twWashington.
of wild animals
skins
Heads
and
son of Humpus Itidge, who was hang-lublack
a
eye.
ya
in the West Virginia
oal
national monuments. It Is the starting nnd his 277 men In 1870, lie escaped
'und balcony rnils.
the
from
walls
over his own front fence, hooked
hang
First Tramp A bluet eye! What ields operators
to Canada, returned In 1S90 and was
pay the salaries of deputy sher point of the National
on by the elbows.
Two snarling wolves' heads gleam
Kansas City Star. for?
iffs, was belli lo be the principal cause highway. Slost visitors to Denver1 in killed In ah attehipt to rescue him from recesses In the great stone fireSecond Tram
Sure, then yon run
f complaint from the miners and to ihe summer drive through the Denver from arrest.
At the entrance an ancient bufWhen a man knows hut one thing he and ask that old lady in that house
"Lucretia Borgia," the rifle which place.
largely responsible for the recent Mountain parks. So, as the tourists
falo skull, with the skin and hair partfeels capable of giving advice on all over yonder for a piece of raw meat to
Bill
name.
Buffalo
When
his
In
in
the
Bufgave
mine disorders,
slaleinenls made grow
numbers, the visitors to
bears the legend, "The
"subjects.
put on it.
Union Pacific was being built the ly adhering,
Ihe senale ilivesl ignl ing coniuiM lee falo Bill's grave will Increase.
Last of the Buffulo."
d
a
inudo
contract
the
with
( 'barleslon
The Buffalo Bill museum on Look- scout
by Attorney (ienernl
Aside from the museum
features
To the hasty demand, give the
The bunko man does his best to
company to furnish Its laborers
'
nglaiid. The allorney general said lie out mountain was opened to the pubt
want
make fanning pay.
Jeitiurely reply.
with meat. In eighteen months, 18117- - Pahaska Tepee tills n
new it to he a lael
tail deputies lic last Memorial day. The park
In the mountain parks. For several
In connection with 8, Buffulo BUI Is said to have killed
in Logan
ere employed
lo
that
it,
report
muniy
years the park authorities of Denvet
In curry'(p out men seeking to organize Buffalo Bill's grave, has proved to be 4,350 buffalo with this rllle
have been desirous of establishing a
the most popular feature of the moun- ing out his contract.
unions.
In
Lookout
somewhere
pavilion'
Buffalo
Bill's
bridles
tain purks this last summer.
saddles,
guns,
,
,
Mountain park, equipped with a
and
oflieial
ornaments,
Pahaska
is
personal
Including
the
mime
Tepee
Portugal Storm Kills Hundreds.
popular-pricetot
restaurant,
hlra
to
Indian
made
many
museum.
Bill
name
gifts
The
by
London. (Hie of the worst slornis of the Buffalo
of Denver's residents
heads
lu the convenience
"Pahaska" Is the name chiefs and by crowned
in years bus swept Lisbon, I'orl iignl. Is well taken.
and guests.
many deaths, according to u given Buffalo Bill by the Sioux In- Europe.
causing
In thousandsof homes, an older person, but in
Mementoes of the tours of the "Wild
Fronting the plains Is an Immense
liain fell in dians. The word uieuns "Long lluir."
dispatch received here.
a "line" is drawn at the many cases the nervous
balcony from which, with a pair ol
lorrenls ami streets were reporleil The building Is typjcally mountain West Show" in Europe.
Held glasses, one may look Into the
breakfast table. Tea or system and allied bodily
Now, lest the younger generation
turned into rivers. .Many persons were style in construction. Within It nre
Kancoffee is served for functions will become
washed into sewers and several killed housed the personal relics and collec- should think of Buffulo Bill as merely states of Wyoming, Nebraska nnd
"grown-ups- "
tions of Buffalo Bill. This was made an Indian fighter, buffalo killer and sas, the slates that, with Colorado,
and Postum weakened. The surest
In the collapse of houses. According
for children. But some
showman, here are the principal facts were the stamping grounds of Buf
lo Ihe 'entral News, hundreds were possible through the Interest and genway to avoid such posBill during his life as hunter and
killed or injured by the storm.
erosity of his widow, Mrs. Louisa M. In his life, in brief: Born in 1840 In falo
sibilities is to quit coffee
parents do not discriminscout. Denver stretches
Cody, to whom nearly the whole collec- Scott county, Iowu ; 18C0, "Pony Ex- government
ate. Caffeine and tannin, entirely and drink Postum
tion belongs. And the crowning touch press" rider; 1801-5- , cavalry scout for out on the plains, ten miles distant oa
to
Swim
Fails
Yankee
Channel.
instead.
The
the injurious contents of
change peran airline, und at night the lights ol
Sullivan of of tfie museum is the fact that Johnny the Union In Civil wart 1872, member
Dover,
Lug. Henry
mits you to get sound,
coffee and tea, seriously
the city, winking In unison with the
Is In charge of it yes ; the very Nebrasku legislature; 1890-1- ,
Baker
n
who
brigadier
iiiaile
Lowell,
Jlass.,
recently
retard the development of restful sleep.
blaze in n wide diamond-studdefiftli attempt to swim across the Eng- same world's champion shotgun mid general .Nebraska National Guard In stars above,
the delicate nerve tissues
hank from north to south,
Wild
lish channel, whs obliged to abauiluii rifle shot who was Buffalo. Bill's right- - Indian wars; 1891, organized
Postum is the
in children.
hand man so many years In the show West show; 1901, president of Cody The view Is superlative either by daj
meal-tim- e
Ihe effort before reaching Hie
beverMilitary college, Wyoming; judge ad- or night ; there are few views In Amercoast. When he decided to give up lie business.
Like
of
thousands
age.
Consequently, instead
Certain It Is that no American youn- vocate general of Wyoming National ica more Interesting nnd Impressive,
because of the coldness of Hie
attempt
like
beit
will
others
you
of rich, satisfying Postum,
water be had reached u point twelve gster to say nothing of the grownups Guard; president Shoshone Irrigation
Eventually a monument to Colonel
cause, in flavor, it is
children are over stimucan pass by I'uhaska Tepee without company ; author of five books written Cody is to be erected at his grave. Ths
Ids city and bad been swimmiles
off
high-gralated by the drugs in tea much like a
stopping. The museum houses a de- between 1879 and 1916.
Cody Memorial association was raisming nine hours.
and coffee; and so may coffee.
Municipal Facts, an oflieial Denver ing funds for this purpose when Amet
cidedly Interesting collection. Some
in
Locked
Cashier
Vault.
of these are;
grow up irritable and
publication, gives the following infor- lea entered Ihe war and, of course, the
Do away with the disrobber
Colby, Kim. An unniiiskeil
The more Important paintings of mation of Pahaska Tepee and Its
like many similar one!
nervous. Any doctor can tinction
movement,
at the table.
.1.
K.
locked
Cashier
JlcKinney of lie Buffalo Bill. Among these is the I'lip-tell you that this is a Serve delicious
throughout the country, had to be
Postum,
Monlo Stale Itank nl Menlo, near here, pacena
The city of Denver, largely through abandoned for the time being. It ll
equestrian portrait, presented
great evil and should be piping hot, to all the famIn Hie hank vault and escaped
with to the city of Denver. When the raon- - the instrumentality of W. F. It. Mills, expected that the association will now
corrected.
One
trial
and
week's
In cash, according to a report
ily.
uinent Is erected over Buffulo Bill's j chairman of the mountain parks ad revive the project
it is likely that you'll never
received here.
Although some parreturn to tea and coffee,
ents feel a certain justifitimes placed a ball near the lip of the allowed, and sometimes they become
Postum ' cornea in two
World Series Starts Oct. 5.
Golfer's Trick Strokes. hole
cation for the personal forms:
and ten others nt intervals behind so "copious," as practically to amount
Instant Postum (in tins)
will
The
world
series
Chicago.
indulgence in coffee, yet
made instantly in the cup by
it; then beginning with the tenth ball to a complete address. If the inembet
start on Oct. ,", It was announced here,
the harm to them may the addition of boiling water.
The young Australian golfer J. H. he lofts them one after the other over who attempts to read a speech is
the first game to be played on the Klrkwood is something of a wizard the stymie and into the hole. He be- "young," that Is, Is new to the house,
be equally serious.
(in packages of
It Postum Cereal
larger bulk, for those vho prehome grounds of the National league with the bull nnd clubs besides being gan his golllng career as a caddie aud and especially If he Is making bis
may take a little while fer
to make the drink while the
s
golfer In the ordinary at the age of sixteen wus appointed first effort, the house Is usually Indullonger for the drugs in
pennant winners, lu the event Hint a
meal is being prepared) made
coffee and tea to affect
eilher I'illshurg or Cleveland should way. His tricks Include driving a ball professional at Brisbane. Manchester gent, permitting him to go on, proby boiling for 20 minutes.
touchUuardiuii.
vided he somewhat conceals the fact
win In their respective leagues. wo off the face of a watch without
the glass. He can raise the ball
that he Is reading by keeping his
games would he played In I'illshurg ing
Must Not Read Speech.
manuscript on his desk and not making
and then two In Cleveland. 1'reshleiil from the ground with his niblick and
The rule In the British house of a display of It. Such breach of the
John Heydler of the National league catch it in its fall without changing
a ball from commons Is that speeches cannot be rule Is winked at. Therule, however,
won the toss iiiW the first game for hit his stance. He has driven
under a man's boot tot. He has at read. However, "copious notes" are Is no read speeches.
league.
Pink-ham-
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day of inaction. Give us that leadGive us something reasonPROBLEM ership.
able, practical and equitable in the
way of tax laws, and let us have it
The business interests of the
and every taxoaver who knows in time for it to form the basis .for
our nrst National bud
he is a taxpayer, are united in the tne ma't'nB
opinion that since the armistice our get'
most urgent domestic problem has
MAGDALENA ITEMS
been a revision of the tax laws that
were passed hastily to meet the emer
(From Magdalena News)
geucies of war. And every passing
n
month has increased this urgency;
Ian D. Mactavish and Oscar
yet as these lines are written, in the
spent several days In the west
latter part of July, our Congress not ern part of Catron county this week
only has offered the people no reas- on business.
onable solution of the problem, but,
in the words of a leading newspaper,
Supervisor Douglas left for Reserthe most pro- ve September 23rd visiting Baldwin
"It has pigeon-holemising solution that has been offered and Tularosa Ranger Stations en
in order to consider far less impor route.
TAX LAW REVISION

MOST URGENT

'

Redte-man-

d

tant matters."

PASSION

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

FOR JEWELRY

Strange White Tribe In Northern
Africa Literally Weigh Themselves
Down

With

Silver.

strange white people, with a craze
for Jewelry that surpasses that of
even the orientals, has been discovered In the depths of Algeria, deep
In the heart of the mountains In northern Africa.
These people are called
"White Arabs," and are known as
"Shawal
Berbers" by neighboring
tribes.
European scientists believe
they are descendants of an ancient
white people who fled to these hills
(luring times of trouble long ago.
During a certain ceremony which
marks the end of the winter season
nil the young women and girls borrow from old relatives every bit of
Jewelry they can obtain, and appear
literally weighted down with silver.
The native Jewelers cast silver as
well as beat out bars, and make sonm
Their silver chains
charming pieces.
are the envy of the Arabs. Suspicion"
customers often bring their own silver to the jeweler and watch him
make pieces they order.
One of the most astonishing bits of
jewelry they wear Is a set of earrings so heavy that they cannot be
held by (he ears alone.
Silver chains
are attached to them and fastened to
Hie headgear to help carry the weight.
Another favorite bit of jewelry Is a
silver case In which Is carried a written charm to keep away sickness and
A

Do

You Want

a Trip

to California

An Outing in New Mexico's

Pine-Cla- d

A Vacation Visit to the "Old Home Back

Hills

East"

To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be denied the
pleasure and benfit of change and rest, The Albuquerque Daily and Sunday-Heralhas arranged to provide a round-tri- p
ticket to Los Angeles, San Diego- and
the ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals enroute included)
for every person in New Mexico, young or old, who turns in forty (40) annual
subscription to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
-

paid-in-advan- ce

For those who prefer an. outing in the pine-cla- d
hills of New Mexico; or
a vacation trip" back to the old home," The Herald will provide an amount equal
to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon receipt of forty (40)
subscriptions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.

paid-in-advan- ce

This Offer is Open to Every

Citizen of New Mexico

After reviewing what little has
Frank Knoblock is rapidly recovNo matter where you live; if your home is within the boundaries of New Mexico, this offer of a vabeen done in Washington on this ering from his second recent opera-atio- n
most Important question, and menwhich he underwent at his
cation with traveling expenses paid, Is at your command.
tioning a number of things which home last Thursday.
sorrow.
might have been done but have not,
the Portland Oregouian, a stanch
The many friends of Mrs. J. S.
SPEED INCREASES WITH AGE
champion of the Administration, says Mactavish will be glad to know that
Practically all those who have thot she is convalescent after an illness Astronomers
Have Found That the
the problem out agree that a tax on of more than two weeks.
Older a Star Is the Faster It
ull sales for consumption or on gross
Can Travel.
It's easy to sell the Herald, because It's New Mexico's best daily and Sunday newspaper.
Buf to
turn-ovof business would be the
Grazing Inspector Roberts of the
One of the most Interesting of recent
all
the
make
easier
it
for
we've
to
offer
for
with
each
you,
annual
you
arranged
most equitable to rich and poor alike District Office accompanied by Mrs.
subscription to
discoveries In connection with astronno
would produce great revenue, would Roberts passed through Magdalena omy Is that the older a stu?
at
a
The
additional
Herald,
cost,
subscription to
grows,
be easy to collect, would be less bur- September 27 enroute to the Inter-fore'
the faster does It move.
A star, like an express train, takes
densome than the present taxes and
meeting at Reserve.
time to get up speed.
would be changed to produce more
In the case of the train, however, It
Mike Harriett and John Amestoy,
or less revenue as the necessities of
is n matter of a few minutes only;
town
in
week
a
are
of
this
the time require.
Tarreon,
per
By being
with a star It Is millions of years.
centage of all purchases it would be looking for a ranch location that The speed of the fastest star Is about
proportioned to the large expend! will run three thousand sheep.
three hundred miles per second. This
lures of the rich and the small excelestial racer Is Invisible with the
Mr. ad Mrs. Metias Baca, of
nuked eye, but hns a number of other
penditures of the poor. The volume
were In town Tuesday, Mrs. means of Identification for the conof sales on which it would be levied
would be s great that probably 1 per Baca going on to Socorro where she venience of astronomers.
It hns been found that the average
As population will visit her parents fog a few days.
cent would suffice.
(COUPON)
of faint stars Is much greater
velocity
inand prosperity grew, sales would
than that of brighter ones. Twenty-eigh- t
Subscription Department
Abh Alexander came in from Recrease and the revenue from this tax
fiilnt ones have been found to
with them, enabling the government serve Tuesday and reports the roads have an average velocity of 138 miles
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
rather rough, and says experience al- per second, whilst the speed of nine
to reduce the rate.
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks and full information about your vaCongress evades the tax question so convinced him that it was lots very bright ones averaged only eighty
miles
second.
per
auto
a
out
of
of
cation
offer.
trouble to get heavy
because it recognizes that the excess
Judged from the stnndnrd of speed,
profit tax must be abolished and the a bad mud hole.
our own sun which would appear as
(Town)
(Name)
a
sales
Income tax revised and that
a star If It wns fnr enough away frem
J. D. Fraser and family, Mrs. H. us Is a
tax is the only practior turn-ove- r
name
(Give R. R., P. O. Box or Street No.)
Its
(Write
Infant.
plainly)
speed
comparative
cable means of raising the billions Fraser and daughters, Misses Anna Is only about twelve miles per second.
needed, but it fears to tell the truth and Daisy spent last Sunday at Donand act upon It. The existing taxes ald Cameron's farm at Lemitar, N. As Expressed In the Sunflower State.
E. E. Kelley reprints the following
were commended to the people by M.
opinion from Seventieth Kansas, page
Claud Kitcbin and the other demaOIK),
written by Justice Burch of the
Deputy Supervisor Anderson left Kansas
gogues who framed the war tax bill
Supreme court relative to a
Inter-fore27
the
to
attend
on the greuund that they 'would take September
case wherein the contention was set
Conference. At the conclusion up that bowling alleys are exempt
the war profits from the war profiteers and munition manufacturers. of this meeting he will go to the from execution, being essential to the
That piece of political buncombe has Jewett District where for the next owner's earning a livelihood:
"The debtor In this case might enter
taken hold on the minds of the peo- three weeks he will be engaged on
his alley In the morning when the sun's
ple who are deceived by appearances Range Appraisal.
flamboyant benms of gold and fire first
through not looking behind them.
break upon the still and pulseless
unto
The timid congressman fears
world and stay there until the expirSunday School Lesson
dertake revision that will in fact tax
ing rays ensanguine the cloud heaps
of
the west with
angry dye,
the rich according to their ability
make
vlbrnnt earth to tremble
to pay and in a manner that preSunday, October 2, 1021
with the tlmnder of the rumbling
cludes evasion, lest he be accused of
Lut us supply your stationery needs
and shiver the circumambient
balls
He
voting to repeal taxes on wealth.
air with the crash of the pins without
PAUL
CORINTH
IN
fears to expose the fraud of the preWe do all kinds of commercial Printing
making a cent or even arousing sussent taxes, which were aimed at the
picion that he was at work." Kansas
THE GOLDEN TEXT
rich, but have missed the mark, for
AND DO IT RIGHT
City Btnr.
he lacks confidence in the intelli"For I determine not to know anyRatherl
gence of his constituents or doubts
The young man had just been actheir confidence in his veracity. If thing among you save Jesus Christ,
and him crucified."
cepted. In his rapture he exclaimed:
lieaderB,
congress had courageous
"But do you think, my love, I am
they might inspire courage in this
good enough for you?"
1. After these things Paul departtype of man, but no such men have
looked sternly at him
His
to Corrisen above the crowd. Therefore ed from Athens, and came
for a moment, and replied:
all shrink from the obvious duty, inth;
"Good enough for me. You've got
2 And found a certain Jew named
to be."
knowing that It must be done, but
Aquila, born in Pontus lately came
afraid to touch it.
Suggestive Pet Name.
Once more it seems to fall to Pres- from Italy, with his wife Priscilla;
I'll have to stop calling my
"Guess
command
had
Claudius
that
(because
ident Harding to take the lead. He
wife 'Toots.'"
ed
from
Jews
to
all
Rome:)
depart
proved that he does not fear to risk
"Why so?"
and came unto them.
unpopularity by telling congress of
"It always reminds her that she
3 And because he was of the same
HE OUGHT TO
Ideal Health Certificate.
MATHEMATICS OP MATRIMONY
an unpleasant necessity when h3
ants an automobile."
A
form
of
very comprehensive
with
he
abode
and
them,
spoke out on the bonus bill, and to craft,
Mrs. "I saw the Iceman kiss you
Tempered Copper.
Some High School students were health certllicate is proposed for use
the surprise of timorous congress- wrought: for by their occupation they
this morning, Mary, I'll attend to
In Germany, says Popular Mechanics
or elastic copper Is proTempered
in
were
examination
an
tentmakers.
for
men, public opinion approved. NothMagazine. If adopted, It would form the ice mysellf after this."
duced In the process patented by S. preparing
4 And he reasoned in the synaCivics:
a record of the health of each Indiing but a summons from him can
0. Oowper-Cole- s
by deposition from a
Maid. "It won't do you a bit of
Peggy. "What do you call it when vidual at any stage of life, and at good, mam,Jones-- y knows what he's
bring congress to take up the tax gogue every sabbath, and persuaded sulphate solution on a rotating cathode
bigo-fedeath would furnish a complete his- about.
having a peripheral speed of 1,000 a girl gets married three times,
question and work steadily at It in the Jews and the Greeks.
5 And when Silas and Timotheus
or more per minute. To add to try?"
tory of that Individual's whole phystime to be the basis of the budget for
0
the hardness, the speed Is lncrensed,
Naw When a girl get mar ical life. This record would constitute
the next fiscal year.
Floyd.
By forcing him were come from Macedonia, Paul was
AND SAVE TIME
In which
a single health certificate,
Is added, such as 0.1
material
some
or
ried twice that bigotry, but when
(
take the lead congress relieves the pressed in the spirit, and testified to
per cent of glue or gelatin, or 1 ounce she does it the third time, that's would be combined the certificate of
President of any suspicion of grasp the Jews that Jesus was Christ.
of arsenic to 10 gallons of 12 per cent
birth, of vaccination, the health reMamma," inquired little Ethel af6 And when
they opposed them free sulphuric acid. The arsenic may trigonometry."
ing it, bears witness to his qualities
ports of school medical examiners, ter her initiation into Sunday school,
O
and In Inter life the reports of health "did God
as a leader and make him stand out selves, and blasphemed, he shook his be Introduced in the form of oxide dismake ladles' noses?"
HOW TRVE
Insurance societies, In which all Gersolved in a 10 per cent solution of
as the moving force in shaping legis blood be upon your own heads
dear."
"Yes,
In
are
mans
Industrial life
registered.
lation.
rainment, and said unto them, Your caustic soda.
"Out of dust, like the rest of them"
"Never hear about malerla round The result would be of value, during
There is a bare possibility that by blood be upon your own heads; I
"Yes."
Action.
life of the Individual, In furnishUnanimous
the
here anymore."
the time these words are read Con am clean: from henceforth I will go
"Well, you'd have thought he'd
"Do you have any trouble enforcing any attending physician with a
"Nope. Aint nothln' to cure it complete family history; and after have made them out of
gress may have taken some definite unto the Gentiles.
Gulch?"
Crimson
in
prohibition
ing
powder, would
7
with but quinine anymore."
r
And he departed thence, and enand promising action on this taxa
"None whatever," replied
death, these certificates would be col- n't you?"
O
Sam. "If any of the boys Is
lected In a cenlral bureau, where they
tion matter, even that it may have tered into a certain man's house,
O
AGAIN THE SCOT
would furnish material for the study
gained courage enough to advocate named Justus, one that worshipped suspected of havln' any real liquor
HOW COMB
a
dozen
and
stout
of
In
bis possession
heredity.
the Tax and Sales measure, but if It God, whose house joined hard to the
courageous hands are ready to stretch
Jimmle, the genial1 prune peddler,
does there will have to be a radical synagogue.
"Hear your wife had an accident
from
him
It
away
forward an' take
8 And
had been spending a month with Dave
methods
Crispus, the chief ruler of
change In the
when she was out In her car yesterTo Save Mexican Forest.
by kindness If possibe, but by force if Farr out on the ranch. When they
that have characterized the weary the synogogue, believed on the Lord necessary."
Newspapers of Mexico City have day."
with all his house; and many of the
months of this extra session.
got back to town they dropped In on taken up an active campaign to save
"Oh, It didn't amount to much."
a
Doc Wheeler to buy
cigar. Dave, the vast forests In the states of Puebla
A Suitable Match.
The people who gave the present Corinthians hearing believed, and
"Neither
she nor the car hurt?"
and Oaxaca, which, according to re"I guess I'll marry Johnny Jones as usual, was about to pay when Jim
Congress the largest vote on record were baptized.
"No. Only a little paint knocked
to
be
at
the
are
said
I
suffering
said
little
9
when
up,"
him.
growed
get
ports,
mie stopped
are not greatly concerned whether
Then spake the Lord to Paul
of the natives, who chop down off each of them."
Elizabeth one day.
"No, Na." he said, "1,11 not stand hands
competent leadership comes from in tho night by a vision, Be not
O
trees Indiscriminately.
burn
so
like
much?"
him
and
"Do you really
for It. You have been keeping me
within the membership of Congress afraid, but speak, and hold not thy
Travelers from these regions tell of
asked her mother.
Conditions
the
In
for
ranch
northwest are
at
out
your
What peace:
or from the White House.
Elizabeth. "It in everything
finding natives using ebony and ma- Bald to be
"Oh, no," replied
what
and
horses
and
and
slowly
10
Improving,
I
a
want
will
action
am
For
Is
that
man
with
woods
month,
and
no
other
action,
for
grub
they
thee,
precious
hogany and
Isn't that; but he happens to like the
even better than they appear on the
not. I'll tell ye, I'll hae nae more fuel.
give relief from conditions that grow shalfl set on thee to hurt thee: for same kind of candy I do."
surface.
more Intolerable with every passing I have much people in this city.
o' it We'll toss for this one."
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$1.00
yards for
All Shoes on rack at your own price
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lam. Western Newspaper Union.)
Myra
Warrington loved
Evans he, poor and ambitions. So
did Holfe Daniels
rich, selfish and an
idler. Myra's futher had borrowed all
the money he could to fit out an expedition to Australia to Import a new
breed of sheep. The Lovely Lass was
purchased, sailed awuy with her young
brother in charge, was wrecked In a
terrible storm ut sea, and Lisle Evans
came home crippled, a pnuper and his
Melvin

Mail Orders Solicited
Un Cuantida limitada qualidad de

Franela de af uera, colores claros,
8 yardas por
$1.00
Todos los sapatos en tormento a
sus mismos precios
Solecitamos ordenes por correo

health broken.
The worst of It was that when all
hands were forced to abandon th
Lovely Lass 350 miles west of the
South American coast, In the rush and
peril of the occasion Lisle had left In
a certain box In a certain part of Its
cabin over $20,000 In money to buy the
Bhlp with, and papers representing as
much more. An abandoned derelict,
the captain and crew gave her up for
Thev blow crushed the proud
lost.
spirit of old Colonel Evans. He had
tI mnrri?Hi?Pil his hnniA tn fit onr the
venture. In some way Rolfe Daniels
had secured the notes. He pressed
payment. Huln stared the Evans fam
Ily tu the fuce. It was then that Dan.
lels proposed to cancel the obllga
tlon If Myra would become his wife.
One duy Lisle Evans called upon
Melvin. There were tears In his eyes
as he spoke of Myra.
"Listen, Melvin," he said, "this mar
riage must never take place. I can
do nothing In my condition, but you
If I show you a possible chance to save
Myra, what would you say?"
re
"You know without asking,
sponded Melvin, with deep emotion.
"I would give my life for her, for any
member of her family.
"Then listen, my friend. I am sat
isfii'd that Lovely Lass Is still afloat,1
declared Lisle. "I feel certain that
somewhere on the bosom of the broad
Pacific she is knocking about, with
that treasure, which means the snlva
tlon of our family, aboard. Lloyd's
Register has listed her 'foundered,'
but this marine obit was later changed
A tramp
to 'abandoned at sea.
schooner sighted her 600 miles west of

.

'
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Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs

i

Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found

to date Pharmacy.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

ABB ALEXANDER,

Vice-Pre-

j

s.

J. R. GAUNT, Cashier

;

For two days Melvin Warrington re
Two
over this interview.
later, the devoted lover found
himself the Inmate of a hotel at Val
paralso. He chartered a small yacht.
From close investigation Melvin had
decided that the Lovely Lass, If afloat,
was grounded In some of the numer
ous Inlets of the DJalral Islands.
The day before the yacht sailed, a
brisk, business appearing young man
named Hudson sought out Melvin,
"I learn you are going on a cruise
to the Djalml Islands," he observed.
"I will pay you $500 to take me there
and return."
Of course Melvin accepted the offer.
When the yacht reached the Djalml
Islands, Melvin ordered that It land
him on the barren eastern coast of
the largest of the group. To his surprise, when he left the yacht, Hudson
accompanied him.
Neither disclosed his purpose In the
curious jaunt. That day shortly after
an Impassable
noon, while lining
ravine, they came to a rude bamboo
bridge.
They had Just traversed It,
when a shower of darts rained about
them, nnd half a hundred savages appeared In the distance.
"We are safe, so long as they cannot cross," observed Hudson. "I'll fix
that."
He opened the satchel he carried,
selected an oblong package, opened
one end and gave It a fling. In an Instant the bridge was shattered to
atoms.

"Dynamite," explained Hudson, and
Melvin marveled more than ever at the
eccentric comrade who went about
loaded with the deadly explosive.
They camped that night near the
west shore. At dnybreak Melvin was
He went along the
on the move.
shore, came to an Inlet, and there dismantled and lying on her beam ends,
nas the Lovely Lass.
How his heart beat as he swam to
the wreck and decended Into the
water-logge- d
cabin, to find the hiding
Iilace, and with It the precious tin
box I
Melvin came back to the deck with
a cheer, the box thrust In his bosom.
He chanced to glance ashore. There
stood Hudson. He had just fired at
the wreck one of his sticks of

RESERVE STATE BANK

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

Just In time Melvin dove. A frightful crash sounded out. He came ashore
finally, to confront the astonished
Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new county.
Every courtesy and accommodation extended our customers consistent with safe, conservative banking methods.

LEGAL NOTICE

,

of said expenditure your Inin said claim will become the
Notice is here given to4 Louis Gra- property of the undersigned, accordmas and any person or persons cjaim ing to the Statutes in such case
one-ha-

lf

terest

ing title from hlra to any portion of made and provided.
Geo. A. Durborow,
the Grand Central Mining Claim situated In the Cooney Mining District,
Mogollon, N.
Catron County, New Mexico, that the First Publication Sept. 10, 1921.

M.

undersigned exepended the full sum
of $100.00 on said claim in NovemFRENCH
ber 1920, In performing the annual
assessment work for 1920 and duly
Undertaking Parlors
EMBALMING
recorded a Proof of Labor thereof.
If, within 90 days from date of the
C. C. KILLINQEP
first publication of this notice you
Funerdl
Plraclor
Manager
fall to pay me, at address below your Teephona 120
Magdalana N. M

UNIVERSAL CXflt

Ford Prices
!Drop
Price-F- .

Theta

O. B.

Detroit.

Touring, Standard
Touring,

Self-Start-

$415.00

and Demountable Rims

er

Runabout, Standard
Runabout,

Sedan,
Coupe,

and Demountable Rims

Self-Start- er

and Demountable Rims

Self-Start- er

510.00
370.00

and Demountable Rims

Selfl-tStart-

Trucit, Pneumatic Equipment

465.00
760.00
690.00
495.00

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated

'
,

Magdalena, New Mexico

flected
months

Store. Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.

We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet

THfc

Chill.

And that is what you will always find at this Drug

A. KIEHNE, President.

NEW MEXICO

How Love
Retrieved a Fortune

A limited quantity of Outing
Flannels, light colors

in an up

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Hudson.
Then there were mutual explanaHudson was a special repretions.
sentative of Lloyds commissioned at
any cost to destroy the derelict.
"One minute more Inside that ship,"
"and she would
shuddered Melvin,
never have known my fate I"
with
"She?" questioned Hudson,
his usual quaint, challenging smile.
"Yes, the sweetest, dearest, loveliest
woman In the world!" replied Melvin,

with fervor.
He knew that she was all his own
three months later, when he handed
to Colonel Evans the little tin box rescued from the Lovely Lass derelict
Rural Conversation,
First Eube How much milk does
yer cow give neow?
20
Second Rube Oh, nigh ont
quarts i
First Rube And how much of It
4o you sell?
Second Rube Thirty quarts.

It is

that the people

self-evide- nt

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to

Subscribe Now
-

i

FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
fat

With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
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Hair Tonic Jags
Fill This Jail
34 Per Cent Increase in Arrests
at Washington Due to

weapons, 74 fewer eases of larceny,
anil ill) fewer ciises of grand larceny
Hum last year.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

il

uien, within the
tieth milestone, and
limits of old uge, were received. There
were WH) of the total under twenty,
misguided, ignorant, reckless, and their
crimes were nearly always more serious than those of men between forty
In this latter group are
and fifty.
found the habitual drunkards, so that
they pud the total of their generation
to 0.14.
Twenty to thirty Is the age of
the report
yielding to temptation."
"It is there the
concludes, adding:
ounce of prevention is needed."

''There were 58 persons sentenced
a decrease of .'14. There
for
were 4!l committed for murder, a gain
'ROCK OF AGES'
of 10 over lust yeur. There are four MEET AROUND
YEAR
IN
SENTENCED
men
execution.
1,097
awaiting
Pilgrims in England Honor Composer
Young Men Offenders.
at Spot That Inspired
that
belief
the
has
been
"It
accepted
Great Hymn.
Flavoring Extracts, Tonics, Perfumes,
his
the boy brought safely through
Medicine Containing Alcohol and
estate
teens Into the full promise and
Even Wood Alcohol Used as
ISurringtnn, Coiimibc, Somerset,
of young manhood has safely passed
rock visualized by AugusBeverage.
the fields in which wild oats are tus
when he was inspired
Tnphuly,
grown, mid Is firmly embarked upon to compose Ibe liyuili, '"Hock of Ages."
listliuir
The
tonic,
of
Wellington.
the liniad highway of rectitude and stands Just outside this village and a
flavoring extracts, perfumes, medicines
Ills
right living.
even
great demonstration lo perpetuate
icin
poisonous
roiituiiiing ulcoliol,
the courts took such a
"liecause
on the August
held
was
there
memory
wood ulcoliol, for beverage purposes,
view Is undoubtedly well founded.
bank holiday.
Toplady Is said to have
Imd ii good deul to do with Hie fact
And yet l..'i:u of this year's jail pop- taken
on the rock from a severe
deall
refuge
Unit Hie nmnher of Jajl sentences
ulation were between the ages of storm which was sweeping over the
out nt the nation's capital for intoxirock
and thirty; more than
gorge on the edge of which the
cation during the fiscal year ended twenty
of all. at the exact time when stands, and. while waiting for It to
June
KlL'l, showed all increase of
the
life should hold for them every inpass over be was led to compose
lit per cent over the previous year, acducement .to be loyal to the precepts
L.
W.
of
hymn.
to
the
annual
report
cording
of righteousness.
The great pilgrimage to Hie rock
I'eak, superlntendem of the District
other
so
been
before
has
reports
"It
whs
organized under the auspices of
Jail, just niaile puhlic.
It
of Kngliiiid, hut a Salvathe
carefree
not
Church
wild,
age
disclose
lie
the
Superintendent Peak descrilied
a tion Army band also took pari. The
fucreuse as "an erratic rhictuntlon hi of youth, but the age that leaves
whom
the process of extinction," which local wife and child to hung their heads in pi.iiOO people present, some of
were perched on jutting rocks on the
observers declared not such a had way shame, In the sipialor of privation,
of the misdeeds of a grown
side of the gorge, took part In the
of putting K, alter nil. Al any rale,
desinging of the hymn. It was also
I here were 1,(I!I7
sonlenoed to jail for man.
to Toplady
a memorial
arrow
cided
the
that
on
other
lo
"Then
years
could
liundle,
more
llnin
they
drinking
ns compared with Mil who didn't pet points until it pusses beyond the six should be placed mi the rock.
home safely the year hef'ore.
Intoxication Increasing.
"I'Yoni their low point following t lie
new law the figures are ascending and
intoxh'a !on for the moment is Increasing." reads the superintendent's
report.
"The beverages are new, and most
of them are legitimate articles of
but they are being used for pur.
poses liever designed by the iiiiinufac-lurernesting place, us the inline tortugas,
Hair tonic, llavoring extracts, Scientific Experiments at Dry Spanish for tortoise, would Indicate.
jierfiiines, medicines anil the poisonous
Tile eggs are laid some distance
Tortugas Elicit Many Facts
wood alcohol are all being consumed
from the shore, and as soon as the
About Reptiles.
li.v
Ibe
victiins of a habit
young are able to swim they make in
which required an act of congress to
a straight line for the open sea.
It
cure.
was at this age of the young turtles
SEA
"I be increase is due to the fact that TOOK
PAPER FOR
BLUE
that the experiments were conducted.
younger men have been able lo evade
The scientists had with them sheets of
the law and have found means of
colored paper, red, yellow and blue.
In saleable imitations of old Tropical Fauna Is Affected by AdjaWhen a sheet of red or yellow paper
Flamincent Flora Brilliant-Huewas placed between the baby and his
leverages having an alcoholic, conRemoved
tent nearly double Hint of the older
view of the water he would Immedigo Fades Out When
product.
From Regular Habitat.
ately turn and go in mini her direction.
ful'The enforcement of Ibe law is
But when the blue sheet was usgd, no
ly in keeping with the public's viewItepresentatives of the mutter where placed, the Infant would
Washington.
point, iiml the increased violations are department of marine biology In the make for It without hesitation. There
jirobalily only an erratic tliictual ion In Carnegie institute at Washington have wasn't any question about "blue for a
the process of extinction.
been engaged for some time in re- hoy, pink for a girl." All experiments
"I'.ecuuse it is so nearly universal, search work in the Dry Tortugas, lit- showed lhat, w hether or not. we have
the mutter of frowntcrmined stand
tle islands near Key West, and have picked blue us n disnia'. color, as fur
ing upon certain forms of recklessness discovered many interesting facts con- as the turtle is concerned, It is the
iiml dethmce of law. good results are cerning the giant sea turtles which fre- bluebird for happiness.
There were .17 quent the Atlantic coast.
Gets Color From Food.
already indhaled.
of currying
( ne discovery
has been made by a
The tests were made with (lie Atdeadly
fewer cases
debe well
lantic green turtle. It Is also believed
met bod which could
scribed as "mocking the turtle." for that he gets the color for which he is
by this method it has been pretty mimed from feeding on (lie seaweeds,
well established that the baby sea which are more brilliant in color.
in
Gold
$443,313,000
of color
Is guided by a sense
along similar lilies lias develturtle
Brojght in This Year
alone In seeking the water as soon oped llie theory that the beautiful
his coloring
ns it is old enough to leave the sandy scarlet flamingo
gels
New York. Cold to he value
nesting place that its parents have from eeriotis and the brilliantly lined
of $14.'i.:U.'l,(KK) has been brought
it
has been molluscs which abound along the
Heretofore
chosen.
to the United Slates from forthe young were guided coasts of the southern islands and
that
thought
eign countries since the beginIt Is slrongly substantiated
by instinct, sight or even perhaps by shoals.
flaning of the present year, while
by tlie fnct Hint the European
a sense of smell.
exports of the metal for the
mingo is almost white mid that our
Time.
In
Breeding
same period have amounted to
own species fades rapidly when put in
but
The marine turtles, green hawks-bill- , zoological collections where lie can
according to figures made public by the federal
loggerhead, and the less known no
in the
longer get these foods,
reserve board. Of this amount
leutherback, seek the land in their same process, the wonderfully colored
York
New
The
was in foreign bulbreeding period.
tropical fish lose their vividness when
lion, $07,417,000 in foreign coins.
iKiuarhini
kept a platform where placed in captivity.
shore
would
S'J.K4.".000 in gold ore and bitse
spend
the specimens
bullion and JfJ I.'.i.'I.ikmi in United
leave for a long time before they BLIND 11 YEARS. SEES AT 0
coin.
States gold
found out that they were not used.
Hut when the time for the
Importations of silver also
Kentucky Policeman Enjoyed
Increase.
showed
substantia,!
arrives, the great sea reptiles leave Former
Ball Games While Sitting
luring the first eight innnllis of
the water, making for the uninhabited
in Darkness.
i
this year silver valued at $
islands and coasts where they deand
incubated
lias arrived here from Gerlie
to
the
eggs
posit
Ma.vsvllle, Ky. William II. Kawson,
sands.
the
in
many.
hutched
favorite
are
years old, who after eleven
a
eighty
Hrv
The
Tortugas
4
..
years of blindness lias regained bis
sight sulllclently to distinguish certain
objects, has gone to Cincinnati, where
lie will undergo an operation which, it

625,000
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AID
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More Than
Message

SIRE

SOLD IN NEW YORK
Biggest

CAMPAIGN

Pastors to Carrtf
Into Rural Districts
of the South.
5,000

by the TJtited States Deportment of Agriculture.
The message that better sires offer
an effective way of obtaining better
live stock of all kinds is to be carried
Into rural districts of the South by
more than 5,000 country pastors. In
Prepared

de-th- e

one-thir- d

Sense of Color
Guides Turtles

111

$10,7-0,00- 0.

1,270,-oik-

Jobless Veterans to Fight in Morocco

I'M'.

4

,V;
--

..

-

:

b.fi

ft,

Jq)

one to each aboard S. S. Itulia, just
A group of men receiving $10 bills
before It sailed from New York. These men are part of a large number who
have enlisted at the Spanish consulate In New York In the foreign legion of
the Spanish army for the duration of the wnr against the insurgents lu
Morocco.
Anion;; them are scores of American veteraus who were out of
work.

will enable him to see
is promised,
well.
Mr. Itawson retired from (lie Maysvllle police force when he was stricken
after several years of service.
During his years of darkness his'
chief diversion was attending baseball gallics. Though silting in inter
d!i"kness, he could tell when a butler
hit the hall. In which direction it went
:i in I whether It was a safe hit.
The lirsl indication Hint he would
see again came when lie learned he
dark-- '
could distinguish light from
ness. Later he was aide to see the
w indows
In his room.

Thing of Kind Ever Seen in
That. State, Declares Big
Wholesaler.

The fact that CU5.000 bottles of Tan-lahave been sold in the state of New
York since its introduction there less
than one year ago, is a big business
item that will uttract unusual attention throughout the entire Knsl, for
nothing like it has ever happened before; It breaks uil records.
Mr. Ceorge 15, Evans, manager of
the Cibsou-SnoCompany, the
wholesale druggists, with
branches in Albany, liullalo, Itoches-te- r
and Syracuse, recently announced
that the preparation was now selling
in their trade territories alone ut the
phenomenal rale of approximately
bottles a year.
"If the present rate continues." said
Mr. F.vans, "this rate alone will probably require considerably over 7."i0,00l
bottles a year. This is a tremendous
figure, but 1 nm really conservative in
milking tills statement."
Tanlue is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Advertisement.

A

Registered Hereford Used to Build
Up Beef Herds of Louisiana.

accordance with a request from the
board of missions of the Methodist
Episcopal church, South, the United
States Department of Agriculture has
supplied the rural survey secretary of
the hoard with the necessary Informaslereopticon lecture based on a
set of 70 lantern slides prepared by
the bureau of animal Industry is to
be used as a part of the work. "We
feel that we can be of material assistance to you," the rural survey secretary of the board stated to the department, "in carrying your message
to the people who need It most."
A

CAUSE FOR UNTHRIFTY

PIGS

Dr. Evvard of Iowa Station Suggests
That Round Worms May Be at
'
Bottom of Trouble.
When young pigs tare not idoing
well, It may he that round worms are
the cause of their unthriftiness. A
shote at. the Iowa experiment station was very unthrifty. It
was killed and examined. John M.
Evvard. in charge of swine feeding
foot of
work, says that in one-hal- f
that hog's Intestine there were (ill
s
of ft
worms that weighed
pound.
To prevent such conditions, keep the
pigs growing. Feed well. Keep the
lots clean and free from rubbish. Drain
the pastures and lots. For emergency
cases use santonin and calomel, about
five to ten grains each for a
pig, or VA to 15 grains each for a 200
to
pig. It 'may also be well
to allow free access to such condiments ns
lime, charcoal,
slack coal, powdered sulphur, gluuher's
salts and common salt, these being allowed free choice style, each being
placed in a separate compartment of
a self feeder,

HORSE SHORTAGE

IS FEARED

Secretary Dinsmore of Horse Associa.
tion Says Demand for Draft
Animal Is Strong.
Reporting the fact that citizens of
Denver recently rejected an ordinance
which. If passed, would have made it
t horseless pity, Wayne Dinsmore, secretary of the Horse Association of
America, says in a recent communication received by the animal husbandry division at University farm:
"We need more good draft horses.
The demand for them is stronger and
higher than at any time In
prices are
'
history, and unless everything possible is done to bring about horse
breeding we will have a shortage In
coming years which will materially in
crease the cost of production and
transportation."
FURNISH

FOALS WITH GRAIN

When Pastures
Begin to Dry . Up
Young Animals Must Have Feed
for Best Development.
As the pastures commence to dry up
llie proper development of the foul
calls for the feeding of a little grain
in order to maintain the milk fat and
keep the foul developing to the best
udvantage. Colts that belong to work-in- s
mares should have a separate feed
box and receive a little grain each
time the mother Is fed. Those on pasture should he provided with a creep
where grain can be kept available for
the foal nt all times. If these methods are followed the colt will continue to gain and will not shrink
when weunlng time comes.
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and when it is entirely dosed
Unless the Inla the result.
flammation can be reduced, your hearing
HAULS
may be destroyed forever.
through the
CATARRH MKDIf'INK
blood on the mnrous surfaces of the sysand
tem, thus reducing the inflammation coninsisting Nature in restoring normal
ditions.
Circulars free. All Drugidsts.
V. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio. Advertisement.
bearing,

lieafness

Lot's wife evidently passed some
oilier woman and looked back to sea
what she had on.

A

Newport,

Pipe-Smok- er

Are You?
There's the man who doesn't care
what kind of tobacco he smokes in his
makes
pipe just so it holds fire and
rings.
to
minded
And there's the man,
have all there is to smoking, who will

fill his pipe only with tobacco of real
quality and flavor
The man who insists upon having
quality and flavor in his
may have to pay somewhat more for
it nowadays than before andtheof War.
good
That's true of Edgeworth
tobacco in all forms.
man
a
in
price
But the difference
narrow
pays for good tobacco is too
er
to influence the judgment of a
who loves his own brand.
Other things all things cost more
in proportion, and he is generally a
tolerant fellow who knows that when
it is time for good tobacco to come
down in price, it will come.

T

HI

h

'
Nonpartisan Recall Filed.
H.
to
N.
said
Petilions
liisiiianl;.
bear more lliaii
signatures asking for an elect Inn for recall of flov.
Lynn .T. l'lasier. Attorney (ion. William l.einlio anil .lolni llagon, commissioner of iigi'iculliire Iinil labor, were
received by Secretary of State Hull.
The election is alined lit slate officials choM'ii with Indorsement of the'
Nonpartisan League.

.

ere is

something in
the very nature
of the business
of making
seems to prevent injustice in
the matter of
price. Whether

or not it is the
good fellowship, the co-

mradeship of
pipe - smoking
that reaches

back into the
factor v. we
don't know. But we know we do try
to keep the price as low as we can
without detracting one iota from the
quality.
We feel that an Edgeworth smoker
wants Edgeworth and will pay a right
price for his smoke. There's such a lot
of comfort in a smoke. It smooths away
a lot of small worries and fits a man to
tackle things as they are.

Provided it's the tobacco that absolutely suits his taste.
Every man knows what a good
smoke is. The old pipe, a brimming
bowl of the right tobacco, a few minutes of perfect comfort.
If you haven't yet found just the
right tobacco, we wish you would try
Edgeworth. Edgeworth may or may
not be just the right tobacco for you,
but you can learn at our expense
Merely write upon a postcard your
name and address, then that of the
dealer usually filling your smoking
needs, and we will willingly send you
generous samples of Edgeworth in
both forms Plug Slice and Ready-Rubbe- d.

inEdgeworth Plug Slice is pressed
cut into very thin slices.
One moist, waferish slice rubbed between the hands makes an average
pipe load.
reaches
Edgeworth
from can to
you ready to pour right burns
well
and
evenly,
pipe. It packs
.
freely
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes,
suited to the needs and means of all
purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth
packages,
come in small, pocket-siz- e
in attractive tin humidors and glass
jars, and in economical
sizes.
For the free samples, address Lams
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
It
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
with
your jobber cannot supply you ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Plug Slice or
for the same price you would
Pay thfl Jobber.

to cakes, then

Ready-Rubb-

Ready-Rubb-

two-doz-

Ready-Rubb-

Increase League Membership.
Geneva.
Membership of the League
if .Nat ions will he increased to fifty
f llie assembly adopts the recommendation of llie political committee,
which decided lo approve tlie admission of Lelvia iinil Estlionia. Their
Miplicalioiis were' put over, tlie committee deciding to await M. Ilynians
report on the efforts lo settle the VII;
na dispute before acting on Lithuania.
Hoover Sends Check to Girl.
(Ire. Some girl student at
the riiiversily ut Oregon will lie able
In complete her senior year's studies,
it was said, ns llie result of a gift of
from Herbert Hoover, secretary
of coiiinieice, wlio sent a chock for
Unit amount after hearing of the
girl's need through Pr. (lerlruile
dtiughK'i' of lr. II. ,T. Mintliorn
of Newport, who was Mr. Hoover's
"iiiii'ilian when he lived in Oregon.

Which Kind of

Stray Deer in Town Harbor.
Seattle, Wash. A stray deer. quit,
ting ins .wisidy retreat on Mercer.
in
Lake Washington, here EWES DISOWN THEIR LAMBS
Island
swam almost into the heart of Hie
The crew Trouble Sometimes Overcome by Pencity of Seattle recently.
With Her
of a lake steamer sighted the fugitive
Mother
Up
ning
and gave chase. When the deer had
Young Other Plans.
nearly reached Hie city dock, a lasso
thrown from the boat caught hhn.
Ewes that will not own their lambs
He was turned over to the municipal may sometimes be Induced to do so by
zoo here.
penning ewes up and forcing them
to permit the lamb to suck, a few lesPoison, Mistaken for Wine, Kills Four. sons of this sort usually being sufSix men working in a ficient.
Chicago.
Some shepherds moisten the
u lamb's nead and neck with the ewe's
railroad freight house discovered
paper carton labeled "Wine 34 per milk, claiming that this will make the
cent." It was part of u shipment of ewe own the lamb. Shutting the ewe
colchlcum, u deadly poison.
The men and her lamb by themselves for a
drank three of the twelve bottles In few days should prove effective,
the enrton. Four of them died in though a vicious ewe will sometimes
agony, and the other two are fighting
kill her own lamb if shut up alone
for their lives.
wltb It.
FRECKLES
I

AlWAVS
THE BEST IN
Wrlle lis (or luliiplew

In Happyland.
Gary, Indiana, Cuts Prices.
First Flea Hen on a vacation?
A general reduction in
riir,v, Ind.
New
Second Flea No, on a tramp.
prices, ranging from bouse, rents to
York Sun.
costs of a divorce, is in effect lu liary.
The l ilts follow closely the big reducCATARRHAL DEAFNESS tion in wages of steel workers. Lower
Is ereatlv relieved bv constitutional treatprices were recorded in restaurants,
HALL'S CATARKIl MKDK'INK house reals, clothing, etc. I'hysicians
ment.
Catarrhal
Is a roiiHtilutlonal remedy.
reduced their cull charges to $2, and
Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of tlie
iiiniouiieetl a out from $100
attorneys
inflamed
Is
Tube. When this tube
'o .."it) for handling divorce cases.
you bave a rumbling- sound or Imperfect
Kusta-ebia-

tion.
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Prefers Pen to Russia.
Jefferson Cily. Mo. Miss Mollis
Slieiner emphasized she ' prefers tlie
Missouri peniteiil iury to deportation to
Itnssia. Jl was announced in Washington that Attorney Ceneral Paugh-ortwight recommend her release
from llie prison, where she is serving
a term for violal ing the espionage law,
if she would consent lo ilcporlation to
Itnssia.
y

Makes Thrilling Escape.

Ossinlng, N. Y. Joseph Sorace, a
uiiiiiNlaughler convict, niaile a thrilling
escape from. Sing Sing prison. Sawing
through Hie bars of his cell, Sorace
climbed through fl trapdoor to the roof
of the prison, slid seventy feet to the
ground on a telephone wire, scaled the
prison wall and dived Into llie Hudson
river. He ei gert below the prison
ami disappeared In the darkness.
Woman 41 Has Twenty two Children.
Omaha,' Nb. Mrs. Karl M. Itowray,
1 years old, gave birth to her twenty-secon- d
'child. Mrs. Itowray became a
bride at 14 and a mother nt 17. She
has been married twice. By her first
hiisliiiiul she had twenty children. Four
years ago he died and she married a
nmn twenly .veins her Junior and since
then Iwo children have been born to
them.
Music In Omaha P. O.
Neb. Acting Postmaster
Oinalia,
Puiiiel announced he will place a
phonograph ut one of the postal stations here for use by the night force
there of approximately 100 employes.
His action follows a .report by the

Minneapolis poslm'isler that phonograph music increased the efficiency
of night postal 'employes there.

News of Brother's Death Kills Sister.
Tenn. Miss Annie I
Memphis,
Boyd fell dead when she received a

telegram announcing the sudden death
of hor brother, W. M. Iioyd, on u train
ep route to Itionroe, Lu. A double funeral for brother and sister was held.

U. S. Collects $12,000,000 Taxes.
Washington. Collection of approximately fl'J.OOO.OOO in delinquent and
additional sales and miscellaneous
taxes by the government as a result
of a special drive ending. Sept. 3, was
announced by Commissioner Blair.
The drive, in which 1,7'J." field collectors were engaged, he sail, covered
practically every large city in the
country, and special attention was
"luxury tux,"
given to the
taxes on soft drinks, theater admissions and transportation.
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LYRICS OF LIFE

Some More Truths.

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

VU'OULD you use a steam shovel to move a pebble? Certainly not. Implements
are built according to the work they have to do.
Would you use a grown-up- 's
remedy for your baby's ills? Certainly not.
Eemedies are prepared according to the work THEY have to do.

ByF.A.

THOMAS

'

A. 1CDISON,

THE LITTLE VALLEYS.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiminiiiii

EDISON QUESTIONS
who has a

opinion of (lie
of tlie average college
student, lias come out wit li a new
MH of questions, historical, political,
ueoKiaphlcal and scientific.
Tlie VVI.ard Is much too I est a
man for anybody to surest that he
deliberately got up these posers for
tlie purpose of hiiinlllntinij his fellow
citizens.
So It' may, he admitted that the
wide ground covered by the queries
represents his own interest In all sorts
of subjects having to do with human

-- activities.

Hut it Is doubtful whether or not
ability to unitwer correctly all or most
of these questions could be any test of
the Intelligence of anybody, In college or out of It. For Intelligence and
knowledge arc very different things.
It was once said of u distinguished
limn that he had a larger store of
tint ti anybody of
useless knowledge
ids time. Mr. Edison would not admit that uuy knowledge could be useless.
In fact he seems to take the nttl-tud- e
of the late Lord Jlacnnliiy who
was In the habit of qualifying a statement as to something that nobody
knew anything about but himself, by
knows."
Haying "as every schooll-o- y
As a result "Macnulay's Schoolboy"
became the proper definition of an In-

coiih! lie of no possible use to anybody.
Yet the fact that Kelvin and a
couple of his friends, one in America
and unother In Europe, used to
amuse themselves with these useless
Investigations, is, In a way, an argument In favor of Mr. Kdlson. It goes
to show that certain tilings are worth
while even if no direct advantage Is
to be derived from them.
were
schoolmasters

great believers In the importance of
facts, and a great part of their time
was passed In getting them Into the
minds of the young.
Rut the modern schoolmaster goes
about his business In a different way.
He does not try to tench facts. He
does try to teach genernl principles.
It is like the difference between the
old geography and the new.
The old dealt with the names of
places, rivers, mountnius and so on.
The new deals with the effect of the
physical shape of the earth's surface
on the races scattered over It.
A
lawyer Is not one
who carries nil the enses around with
him In his bead. But he does know
how to put bis hand on anything he
wants.
In tlie same way It Is more Important to be able to gpt ut your
facts than to know them.
(Copyright.)

T

HE little valleys lie so far
From where the busy cities are
That meu may live and men may

die
find them where they lie,
The little valleys near the sky.
And never

and sturdy bins
That feed the grasses with their rills.
The little valleys do not seem
A part of all life's roaring stream-- But
Just a landscape and a dream.
Shut

in by plain

A few green acres, that Is all.
The mountains like a garden wall
In quiet peace to shut them in.
To shut away the dirt, the din.
And all the world of noisy sin.

And, oh. I wish thut weary feet
Could find the little valleys sweet!
And, oh, I wish the weary Iwirt
That feels the bruises of the mart
Could find this little world apart!

All this is preliminary to reniinding you that Eetcher's Castoria was sought
out, found and is prepared solely as a remedy for Infants and Children. And let
stuff that
this be a warning against Substitutes, Counterfeits and the
babe.
little
the
but
for
all
in
for
dangerous
your strength,
you
may be all right
Just-as-go- od

that lies within your heart cries out to you: Be true to
All the mother-lov- e
Baby. And being true to Baby you will keep in the house remedies specially
prepared for babies as you would a baby's food, hairbrush, toothbrush or sponge.

Is? 4jiw (WmiM

"God's gardens." so I call the vales
Up yonder by the mountain trails;
And you who cry for heaven's ahl
You will not find it, I'm afraid.
Where man his busy world lias niiide.
You must come tramping over hills'
Come follow singing
Must Journey long and clamber high
To wliere Ood's hidden gardens lie
The little valleys near the sky.
(Copyright)

was one of the most
distinguished men of science of his
time.
Addressing bis students at
Glasgow University on one occasion
he said that the great thing about
the higher mathematics was that It

Children Cry For
15 Fluid momw
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by JESSIE ROBERTS 1

rnslinaUon and Diarrhoea
ana
and Fcverlshness

r1

LOSS OF SLEE
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-

1

NUKSES

FOIt

its,

enough trained
On
to meet the demand.
the other hand nurses are saying
that they cannot make holh ends meet
.Many
unless their pay Is increased.
women who might take up the work
are deterred because of this fact.
To meet this, the alumni societies
billing
of the training schools are c
with a view to settle on a proper ad- be
would
vunce. The new rate of pay
$U a day for UMinur periods, ami !?."i0
a week for contagious cases.
Nurses are going to be asked for by
communities to do public work. District visiting and prenatal care at the
where
xpense of the community,
ircunistances demand, will lie put In-i- i
the hands of trained nurses. It
ill be worth doing, and sure to apical to certain types of women who
le nursing, but who do not care for
ivate or hospital work.
A girl who wants to study for this
nfesslon should select her hospital
illi care. She will have to expect to
ii hard and disagreeable work.
But

THERE

are not

i'iil

Most
they pay for.

C

d

X
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tuble or with a good boiled dressing.
Adding the dressing to the lettuce, if
It stands any length of time, wilts It
and destroys Its attractiveness.

We are very slightly changed
who ranged
From the Beiiil-ape- s
India's prehistoric clay;
Whoso drew the longe.it bow,
Kan his brother down, you know,
As we run men down today.
KIPLING.

Mushroom

EVERYDAY SALADS.
MOST acceptable' salad may be
made of a few leftovers If the
combination Is., good. Many u
good bit of fowl Is thrown away for
lack of knowing how to use It wisely.

A

"What's in
By MILDRED

a

half-inc-

h

i

Hot Corn and Pepper Salad.
Tske n nint of sweet corn (fresh)
and just cut from the cob. Shred or
niinee one green pepper and cook in
a little butter until well softened, add
the green corn and more butter, stirring and mixing well over the tire.
Season with salt, pepper and cayenne
and serve piping hot. It Is wise to
double tills recipe if the family Is at
all fond of corn for there Is never a
kernel left.
Crisp Lettuce With Peanuts.
Wash a bunch or two of tender head
lettuce, drain and dry thoroughly, arrange on Individual plates and sprinkle
with fresh crisp peanuts that have
been crushed by rolling with the rolling pin until like coarse crumbs. Serve
with a French dressing passed at the

BOOKLET

THAT

IS AROUND

never really need half

xhi e..T.u.

company, new yo.k

Catsup.

-

l

ALWAYS

Offers Health and Wealth

Fertile Land

ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE

arrEecn.lF.
1723

rnR.

Prairi. Ammo,

ChicMO

50good cigarettes

"Bull"
DURHAM

$15 to

$30 an Acra

Dairying, Mlxad Farming
and Stock Raising
industrious

of

GENUINE
like Evangeline, Is one of
names In the lexicon
of feminine cognomens. Like
Evangeline also, It comes from the
(Ireek word meaning well, or happy.
Eunice is translated to mean happy
victory."
the
Because of Its significance,
Creek word from which Eunice was
TOBACCO
derived, was taken over in early times
We
want
you to have th
by tlie Christians, who adored names
beat papr lor "BULL."
of happy augury. The numes coming
So now you can receive
from tills favorite word are almost bewith each package a book
yond enumeration, blit curiously, only
ot 24 leave ol 11U1.-t- he
a few of them have survived to modvery iineat cigarette
ern times.
paper In the world.
It
is
of
one
these latter.
Eunice
made its appearance as Kurilke one of
Her nnme straightthe fifty Nereids.
way became popular among Greek
The Common Gift.
women, hut It remained for Eunice,
"Whs It iniieh of u weihlinK?"
the Jewish mother of Timothy to give
"I should any. The hiide mill groom
It vogue In the days of early ChrisEnglish lovers of Bible rect'iveil eicht clocks."
tianity.
names liaye favored It for centuries,
and It Is still popular In. all the coun- WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND
tries of Europe, though partlculnrlj
adapted to English and American
SWAMP-ROOT

at

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
ot wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while rsi.lna
korsea. cattle, aheen and hogs is equally
Hundreds of farmers in Western
Erofitable.
raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole coat ot tneir lana.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
mnA ahinninn farilitiM.
The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
ine
advantages lor
agriculture,

ordinary lioiogi.

"4V.

city.

and has brought contentment and happiness
to tnousanos 01 nome seetcers ana uieir families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured pros
perity and independence. In the great
sections of the prairie provinces there
IS Kill to DC ubu wu KnBjr icruu

Brake Lining

one sack

CASTORI

Western Canada

Stop Ford RattlingSv

for 10c from

EUNICE

OF FLETCHER'S

BOTTLE

CASTORIA

This booklet ttlU
Insert doei it.
Gladly mailed FREE.
Aik your dealer (oc "Cork
Iiuett. ' Ouilaiu three wts of

MARSHALL

Facta about your name; Iwhlatorv; meaning; whence It wai derived: significance;
your lucky day and lucky Jewel,

EVERY

Bears the Signature of

Name?"

Put mushrooms into a stone crock,
covering with a layer c' salt as each
layer of mushrooms Is added. Let
stand two days, stirring occasionally,
then drain them and put- through a
sieve. To each quart of mushroom
puree add three blades of mace, one
tnblespooiiful of peppercorns,
of ginger, the same
of allspice and, if needed, salt. Cook
for half an hour, then add the spices
and cook -- t) minutes. Bottle and seal
as any catsup. This makes a very
nice savory to add to meats, sauces
and various dishes.
usage.
11121,
Western Newspaper Union
The topaz Is the talisinanlc gem asI
(
signed to Eunice. "The chrysolite of
sunrise," Shelly calls It. It Is said to
THE1 CHEERFUL CHERUB
preserve Its wearer from all dangers
and to warn of approaching evil by
paling in color, but it will be rendered
tx.ll
I
would
we
Impotent unless It Is set In gold. To
e
sincere,
dream of its signifies that uo harm
shall befall. Tuesday Is Eunice's lucky
Irv
u- The
day, and 5 her lucky number.
chrysanthemum, signifying cheerfulone-ha- lf

Potato and Co,-- Salad.
Take a pint or less of cold boiled
cubes, add
potatoes cut in
one cupful of green corn cooked on the
cob, a bit of chopped green pepper, If
at hand, a little scraped onion to give
It zest and
enough well seasoned
dressing to moisten, adding salt and
pepper to season.

THE

GENUINE

Compaq

Tke house Suvjeon.

Copyright

ir

MOTHER'S

MOTHERS SHOULD READ

ana vnaiienng
with ADVANCE
Cork Insert

EUXK'K,

I

k the family

use for yourself.

Eiact Copy ofWrapper.

important members of the community.
There Is now a greut need for more
of her. Most hospitals accept only
college-brewomen, and no women
without tlie equivalent of a high school
training will be accepted. If you who
ii a number of institutions the
read this feel a call for nursing, get
schedule Is being adhered to, the address of a good hospital, write
more salary Is being paid, and other to the matron of nurses there, and folmatters that have given rise to discon- low her directions. You cannot enter
tent are being improved.
upon a liner walk of life.
A trained nurse is one of Hie most
(Copyright.)
eight-lini-

(m
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the tine would be a good idea. Tet you
to keep baby weU or prevent sickness.
But you can do almost the same thing by having at
hand a bottle of Fletcher's Castoria, because it is a wonderful remedy
for indigestion, colic, feverishness, fretfulness and all the other disorders that result from common ailments that babies have.
Fletcher's Castoria is perfectly safe to use. It Is a harmless sub- -'
stitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Synips. Children
cry for Fletcher's Castoria, and mothers recommend it because they
have found it a comfort to children and a mother's friend.
If you love your baby, you know how sweet It Is to be able to
help baby when trouble comes. You cannot always call upon a doctor.
But doctors have nothing but good to say of Fletcher's Castoria, because they know that it can only do good that it can't do any harm
and they wouldn't want you to use for baby a remedy that you would
A doctor in the bouse aU
to keep a doctor

can't afford

II
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NEED

Are You Prepared?

make

appeal to

to reduced railway ratea. illustrated
literature, maps, description ot (arm
opportunities in Manitoba, Saa
katcnewan, Aioerta ana on
tish Columbia, etc., write

Discriminating.

At n church luwu social, at which
most of the candies consisted of homemade fiulue given by t lie ladies of Ihe
church, a little miss was having difficulty in selecting the fifth penny's
worth of candy to complete her purchase. The salosliidy, wishing to help
her to decide, Inquired If she would
like some "of this nice, while finite."
The littltt girl gnve one look at it, and
siild : "Ugh, no, I believe my iiiamiini
iiiude' Hint."

I'rinciples of
doctrines.

a tremendous

acoustics are soiinil

W.V. BENNETT
Room 4. Be Buildlnf
Omiha, Nob.

i
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FARM OB UOOD LANI,
WANTKII
thin winter, lf your l.mt la fur shI
writ. U JONES, Bui .74, .UI.NICY. U.U
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MMiu Lily White will please stand up!"
But Phoebe upward wriggled:
"I'm Lily White with Faultleu Starch."

s

And all the Pupil giggled.
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For many year, druggists have witched

much interest the remarkahle record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's prescription.
is a strengthening mediSwamp-Roo- t
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
has stood the test of years.
Swamp-Roo- t
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
ness, Is her flower.
t
and it should help you. No other kidney
(Copyright.)
medicine has so many friends.
,
0
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
Better Than Using Sand.
treatment at once.
be
that
have
can
found
sugar
They
However, if you wish first to test this
made from sea weed. We are suspi- great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
It
be
have
can
found
cious that they
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
made from n Jot of things besides sample bottle. When writing be sure and
sugnr cane. When the family sugar mention this paper.- - Advertisement.
has to be sweetened before using, Its
Cats, unlike politicians, give voice
virtue may be suspected. Los Aneelej
to the most decided utterances while
Times.
on the fence.

J
What to Take for

CONSTIPATION

Take a good dose of Carter's Little liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after. They
CARTERS cleanse
your system of all waste matter and
ITTLE
Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
A
Regulate
I XE R
take as SUgar. Genu hct

PILLS

tignatm-x&-

Small Pill.

Small Dose.

&C

Small Price.
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Reserve Items
STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION

FIKST NATIONAL BANK
1921

Loans and Discounts

73,650.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

1,950.00

Real Estate Fur. and Fix.

5,81339

banks

Cash and due from

49,209.85
$596,665.31

Capital Stock

50,000.00

Surplus and Profit

22,419.45

Circulation

49,400.00

Deposits

301,101.53

Federal Reserve Bank

173,744.33

J. R. Gaunt left Wednesday
a several day trip to Santa Fe.

for

Hezekiah Hall of Magdalena
a visitor in Reserve last week.

was

I

a

Report of the Condition at the Close of Business

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

Hunter rftturneH tn Onemadn
Sunday, the proud father, a brand
new son.
ivr

-

John Cox, of Salt Lake recently
moved to Quemado in order to put
Edna Magby who has been very his children in school.
ill with typhoid fever Is now
Frances E. and Claud R. Graham,
celebrated their 15th and 18th birth
day last Sunday.
Miss Deatron Campbell is spend
Conrad and Reynolds, of the old
ing the week with Mrs. H. E.
Nations ranch, left for Arizona last
Friday, to get a bunch of steers.
Benford Clark and Johnie Reed
Ian D. Mactavlsh and Oscar Rede
are out on the S. W. farm this week
mann, of Magdalena were guests at
making hay white the sun shines.
the home of Anastacio Baca Oast

466,142.07

Bonds

BANK OF MAGDALENA

Charles King returned from MagBailey Hulsey from Luna was In
dalena Sunday, and continued on
Reserve for supplies Saturday.
west to look at some land.

OF MAGDALENA

U. S.

Ed. Otero and Joe Salazar, of Alwere visitors In Quemado
last Sunday.

Reserve Saturday.

6,

NEWS

Milt Craig was a business visitor In buquerque,

' OF THE

SEPTEMBER

QUEMADO

Loans and Discounts

OF MAGDALENA

The Largest Financial Institution In Socorro Couaty

MOT

HOTEL HALL
Under New Management

1,668.95

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

17,403.29

Cash and Due from Banks

59,199.51

Interest Paid

1,655.89
$526,007.95
LIABILITIES
30,000.00

$

Capital
and Profits

Surplus

50,000.00
377,517.93

Deposits

Saturday night.
Mrs. Waller Jones and
visD. B. Baca, A. Baca, N. G. Baca,
ranch
in
were
from
the
daughter
J. A. Graham A. E. Harris and E. E.
iting Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Jones.
Engle were present at the road meetMr. and Mrs. S. A. Hudson were ing held at Datil last Sunday.
in from the ranch visiting Mr. HudMiss Susis Chavez was a week-en- d
son's mother, Mrs. C. B. Hudson.
visitor of the Manuel Chavez ranch

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

$446,170.31

Stocks and Bonds

Mr. and

$596,665.31

RESOURCES

Rediscounts

and Bills Payable

68,580.02
$520,007.05

She reports a most pleas
lust week.
Walter Medley passed through Reant
time.
serve Thursday on his way to Clifton
J. B. Davis of near here, happened
Arizona.
to an accident last week, when a
Mrs. Ella Mae Crosby, of Carlsbad, wagon load of hay upon which he
New Mexico Is visiting with her child was riding turned over, throwing
him a considerable
distance. Mr.
ren here.
Davis is in Magdalena at 'this time
The
W. J. Andrus and Charley Denton under the care of a physician.
of the Apache were in town on busi- latest reports are that he is slowly
but surely recovering.
ness Tuesday afternoon.
The action of authorities in LouisMrs. T. J. Porter from the Tula-ros- a iana Is setting aside the Tass-a-- l'
has been visiting with her daugh Outre public shooting
grounds, a
tract of ground comprniMg 6,000
ter, Mrs. Abb "Alexander.
acres at the mouth of the MississipCounty Commissioner Anastacio pi r vp, offers great oppo.tun.Mes
Baca of Quemado is in Reserve for far wild fowl shooting to the minions
the Commissioners' meeting.
c' 1'iirters in the United Stat.33.
the law, each huntei ma shoot
Mrs. Claud J. Clark received a let- 25 ducks en:k day. Federn authcr-i
are suprtstlng that oth ir stai?s
ter from her husband who is in the
hospital at Fort Bayard stating that thrt'ld follow the example of l.ou's-iaun- .
he was improving and thought he
O
would be a well man soon.

The Strongest Bank With The Largest

Deposits in Socorro County

THE RESERVE GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR WORK

WELDING

BUICK SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

I;-d-

MRS. F. A. HILER, Prop.

Strictly Modern and

Date in Every Way

Up-t- o

TO BE MADE THE

PEOPLE'S HOME

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

W. J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

REAL ESTATE

OIL LEASES

TOWN LOTS

MODERN AND
8 TIC A M

: A II--

HOT

I

A

II COM)

lrNNI;

W VI'IOIl
V

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE,

PROP.

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

WE I'SK EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

TIIK

BEST

l)IM;

HOOM

SIC

It VICE

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
-M-

AGDALENA

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

VJHOA
TUV

1

UOSPITAL

&locvc
.

I

r

OP

BACK

LUNA NOTES

.

iI

i

I

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

Weiwrn

Newspaper

.

Magdalena Cafe
GOOD

SERVICE

COURTEOUS

TREATMENT

ALL THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

.

oo

no
oo
oo

'A

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
COME IN AND SEE US

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks

.

Candies

Cigars

Marry in Haste, and- -

i

MN GOSH,

J

JPr J

SOT &MKFtt)WV

Wk)

r

no
no
no
oo
no
no
no
no
no
oo
oo
oo
no
no
no
no
no
no
oo
no
oo
no
no
no
oo
oo
no
oo
oo
no
no
.

Union

i

H

00

OO
Oil
OO
. ...

EAT AT THE

Mog-ollo-

SIX

Pom iw

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL, PROP.

and Ian Mactav-is- h
Harvesting is In full sway, hay
drove into Reserve late Tuesday
wagons,
mowing machines and bind
evening on their way to the Road ers In
every direction, amd every
in
Basin.
Bull
camp
farmer crying for more help.
A great deal of grain is being cut
The Supervisors of the Apache,
for hay this year, the frost cami
Datil and Gila National Forests will
too aerly, the grain not having time
meet in Reserve in a very short time
to mature.
and we are looking forward with inC. F. Whalen, of Spur Lako ia
terest to their visit.
spending a few weeks In the vailey
J. S. Brown in his harvfelt
J. N. Harper of the S. U. Sawmill helping
field.
made a business trip to Reserve the
Joe Fuentes Just renantly moved
Mr. Harper has been
other day.
his family to Eagar, Arizona, where
kept quite 'busy for the past month,
will make their future home.
as he is furnishing the lumber for they
This family was well thought of and
are
new
the
going willl be
buildings that
greatly mUsed by ail.
up in Reserve.
Emmitt Reynolds has gone to Eagar, Arizona, where ha w:U make bis
Abb Alexander was a Magdalena
home with his sister, Hulda and atvisitor this week. He was accompantend the Roung Valloy High Schrol.
ied on the trip by Neil B. Smith,
Bishop A. O. Reynolds is on the
who has rented a house in Reserve
sick list this week. He was threatand will return this week and take
ened with pneumonia and has h jea
a position with the Reserve State
quite ill for. several days.
Bank.
Grandpa Stewart who hag been
confined to his room for the past two
Messrs. Bliss and Smith of the Bimonths, with rheumatism is not
ological Survey were in the Reserve much better.
district this week starUng work of
The long expected post office Is at
extermination of Prairie dogs. They last established at
Spur Lake with
of
met with the hearty
Sam Combee as post master, and old
all the ranchers near here.
father Nichols as mall carrier.
The schools In this district are
S. J. Kidder drove over from
all equipped and running nicely Mrs.
Monday of this week, bring- Wlnsdor and Anna May Garret be-i- g
ing with him Ex- - Post Master Gen
the teachers here in town, and
eral Hitchcock of New York. This Miss Ellen
Thorp at Mr. Hulseys.
was the General's first visit to the
September 20 th was a very busy
town of Reserve, and he expressed
day as all the ranch people and every
the opinion that our ooujnty lseat one was
rushing In to cast their vote.
would some day be a hustling little
The road work between here and
city.
Reserve is progressing nicety, several of the men and boys of Luna
are at work there.
THE RESERVE
The Annual Ward Conference of
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
the L. D. S1. church was held here
last Saturday and Sunday. The visitors from St. Johns were Judge GibA. Kiehne, Pres.
bons, J. W. Brown, Levi S. Udall and
W. J. Jonos,
Mrs. Ed Greer. Three very Inter
C. W. Harper, Secy.
.
Regs
esting meetings were neia.
By inaries dugnroe
Oscar Redemann
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